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Abstract   

  

The study was initiated to explore the Management of Educational Material Resources in 

Secondary Schools in Yaya Gulale woreda North Shoa Zone. To realize the purpose of the 

study, descriptive survey research design was selected. Mixed research method was 

particularly important in complementing the limitation of each method by another. Both 

primary and secondary sources of data were used in the study.  Questionnaire, interview and 

observation data collection instruments were used..   

 The study was carried out on three secondary schools that were selected using simple random 

sampling technique. The study also involved 26 teachers, 2 secondary school principals,2 

secondary school vice principals six WEOH, six PTAS  and 2 administrative staffs the total of 

44 respondents. Data were analyzed and interpreted using both quantitatively and 

qualitatively. The data collected through questionnaire were analyzed quantitatively: 

percentages, frequency and mean score were used; qualitative data collected through 

interviews and observation and open ended questions. The findings indicated that the major 

challenges in the implementation of the management of educational material resources in 

secondary schools were: the school donot apply purchasing process as planned, lack store age 

facility in the schools, Low maintenance activities in the the sccools, lack of appropriate 

training, in efficient administrative services, accordingly, the conclusion drawn is that the 

management of educational material resources in secondary schools under consideration was 

less than expectation. Finally, recommendations for addressing these issues were proposed as, 

among other things provision of awareness raising instruction, conduct training for 

responcible bodies, developing a sense of ownership among the school community and 

maintenance for want on or other damages so as to improve the management of educational 

material resources.                                                   
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    1. INTRODUCTION. 

This unit presents background information on why the study was conducted and under what 

conditions it is studied. Attempts were made to show the significance of the identified 

problems as well as to fill the problem gap which is identified through the study 

1.1. Back Ground of the Study. 

 Educational materials are the major component of well-organized educational systems. 

Mbamba (1992) defines educational materials to be “any object or unit area that is designed 

and organized deliberately to support and used in teaching and learning process”.  

  Chapman and Arnold (2004) indicated that material resource management is a task of keeping 

balance. This means it is a coordinating function which is responsible for planning, purchasing, 

receiving, storing, inventory control for checking the flow of materials, and unused materials 

disposal. The realization of educational quality and access to education is determined by the 

availability of material resources in the educational organizations. Besides, the extent to which 

an organization like educational institution attains their objectives is directly proportional to 

the educational resources available and their utilization (Adesina, 1990). Furthermore, Hallak 

(1990) pointed out that in the process of the establishment of a plan of priorities for investment 

in education and training, policy makers must, simultaneously, take into consideration the need 

for increasing the efficiency, serviceability, and functional reliability in the utilization of 

material resources. Therefore, the emphasis should be given to material resources management 

in the educational institutions to lengthen the efficiency in the usage of materials resources.  

According to Usman (2007 educational resources are central to the educational process 

because they play an important role in the achievement of educational goals and objectives 

since they facilitate teachers‟ work and accelerate learning on the part of the student. Hallack 

(1990) emphasized that the availability of relevant educational resources contribute  to 

academic achievement and that unattractive school buildings, crowded classrooms, un 

availability of playing grounds and surroundings that have no conductive and attractive 

environmentcan contributetopooracademicachievement. . Many countries of our world 

establish a system for the management and utilization of educational materials because of the 

role of education in their development. For instance, USA, Sweden and Denmark have a 
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decentralized system of educational materials management in line with their decentralized type 

of administration in their countries. In these three countries, at national level it is the research 

activity and some financial supports are provided. Otherwise, the administrative activities like 

planning, purchasing, handling, distribution and control of utilization are conducted at the local 

level authorities and schools‟ level (UNESCO, 1984).  

In Ethiopia the MoE which was managing of educational materials got attention during the 

early years of the Ethiopian revolution with the establishment of a department under the 

inception of EMPDA. It was established in July 1984, as an independent agency for 

educational materials production and distributions. The main responsibility of the department 

was handling the production, procurement and distribution of educational materials (MoE, 

1989). Since then, EMPDA has done a lot to solve the problem in the provision of educational 

materials in Ethiopia.  Today, in line with the decentralization of educational managements in 

the country, the responsibility of  EMPDA  is restricted  to national issues like producing, 

manufacturing, maintenance and repairing of educational materials and providing technical 

assistance to regions with regard to foreign purchase when it is required (EMPDA, 1991). As a 

result, the management function of educational materials i.e., planning, purchasing, receiving 

and handling, distribution and control for primary, secondary schools and regional colleges is 

shifted to the regions. The overall organization of the educational materials management 

functions and personnel assigned in the area differ from region to region. This situation entails 

various responsibilities with regard to the management of educational materials, provision and 

setting of regional policies and guideline (MoE, 1989). Besides establishing this system in 

Ethiopia, emphasis was given to the importance of educational materials for the improvement 

of educational quality. As underlined by the Ministry of Education, quality improvement in 

education is unthinkable without an extensive improvement of school facilities and provision 

of better instructional materials (MoE, 1994). Further, the complaints heard from school 

community and the observation of the researcher in yaya GulaleWoreda secondary schools 

materials are managed and utilized in a poor way. This   encourages the   researcher   to focus 

on this topic. 
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1.2. Statement of the Problem 

The education system of Ministry of Education of Ethiopia (1994) indicated that to promote 

the quality relevance and expansion of education, due attention was given to supply, 

distribution and utilization of educational materials, technology and facilities. The utilization of 

the resources demands careful planning, supervision, coordination and control. The major 

problem of confronting the school administrator is how to utilize the available limited funds, 

man power, equipment, buildings, and materials for effective impacts on the students‟ learning. 

Any education system involves human and non-human resources. The human component 

involves teachers, students, school principals, education managers and administrators while the 

non-human part involves buildings, instructional materials and other teaching learning 

resources .These resources are so important that no school system can give quality education 

without them. 

The Ethiopian Council of Ministers Regulation no.50/1999 states Educational Materials to 

mean “text books, visual aids, charts, maps, science and vocational instruments, children‟s 

toys, different forms and other materials applicable in education sphere.” So Educational 

Materials could be understood that to be any materials, which are used as input or resources 

that can facilitate the overall teaching and learning process in schools. Hence, exhaustive 

utilization of the material resource is essential. For the better utilization of educational 

materials, stakeholders should have necessary knowledge what resources are required and how 

these resources are managed. As opposed to this fact in most cases effective control of the 

school material resources was not carried out especially in secondary schools of Yaya Gulale 

woreda. There was a great interest to demand new additional Materials in each year from the 

local communities, government, or NGO‟s without properly utilizing the available resources.  

According to the ESDP III (2005/6) out of the total program cost, a recurrent expenditure of 

26.5% is allocated to improvement of instructional materials in which 4.6 percent goes to the 

supply of textbooks to enhance quality education.  It is argued that even in the ESDP Action 

plan (1994) document that has devoted only a paragraph to the subject of books and materials. 

After many years the same thing becomes true. For instance ESDP II (2002) emphasized 

improving system for distribution of educational materials, ESDP III (2005) focused on the 

expenditure for instructional materials. According to ESDP IV (2010), the program strongly 

depends on the standards related to the use and the cost of human and material resources. In all 
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regions, woredas and TVET agencies have important autonomy in the management of material, 

human and financial resources (ESDP V). In general planners‟ emphasis was on the 

distribution and expenditure of materials but not on the material management. Even if, there 

were government commitment in the sector, it was common to see educational materials for 

example; desks, tables, chairs and black boards broken down and piled somewhere or collected 

in one room improperly. Moreover, expensive teaching materials like plasma TV sets, type 

writers and computers have been stored at one room improper situation without paying any 

attention for periodic maintenance. 

In addition according to YayaGulaleworeda  Education office (2016) report disclosed that in 

the secondary schools located in the woreda  out of 40  plasma screens  5 of them are 

dysfunctional. Furthermore in this woreda out of 130 computers 26 are dysfunctional. 

Textbooks which are provided to students free of charges to be used for at least three to five 

years are improperly handled and damaged before expected life time.  Even though improper 

utilization and management of educational materials is a serious issue that incurs additional 

cost to the government gets little attention by the stake holders. TGE 1994  

  Some researchers were mentioned below on Educational material and equipment management 

in A.A city Administration TVET institutions Dereje(2006) stated that  most personnel‟s , 

principals and teachers are unable to update their knowledge which negatively affected the 

wise utilization and management of educational materials. Bekuretsion, in 2005 studied the 

utilization of material resource, with reference to Tigray. In the study it has been realized that 

effectiveness and efficiency in material management was one of the major problems of 

educational system of Ethiopia .Tafesse,in 2006, studied in Arsi zone on material resource 

management in preparatory schools. The study has shown that the attention was given to 

material resource management in the system was low. According to his finding the overall 

planning was not effectively implemented. Amare(1999), studied availability and use of 

instructional materials in Tigray and has reported that “instructional materials have always 

appeared as an annex to books.” He concluded that planners are not convinced about the clear 

role of instructional materials.Some of the above researchers focused on  knowledge of 

material resource  management, management of primary school text books, effective and  

efficiency of material  management  ,planning  ,availability  and usage  of educational 

materials . 
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This study was different from the above studies and focuses on the management  of  

educational  material resources ingovernment secondary schools   of Yaya Gulale Woreda .It  

was concerned with educational resource material management  such as, purchasing, storing  

and handling  ,inventory control ,utilization ,maintenance and disposal of  material resources. 

Challenges faced for effective management of educational material management, and 

implementation of policies and guidelines. The study therefore contributes its part to fill in 

such knowledge gaps on the issue under investigation. It is also believed that the research 

servetogovernmental and non-governmental organizations to conduct further study in the area. 

Thus the following basic questions were the main focus of the study. 

Research Questions 

1. To what extent do the secondary schools manage their material resources? 

2. What are the major challenges that hinder the schools on the management and utilization of 

material resources?                                                                                .         

 3 To what extent do teaching and non-teaching staffs participate in the material resource 

Management in secondary schools?                                                                .                          

1.3. Objectives of the Study 

1 .3.1 General objective  

The main objective of the study was to identify practices and challenges that affect the 

effective Management of educational materialsresource in secondary schools in Yaya 

GulaleWoreda North Shoa Zone and suggest alternative solutions under recommendations of 

this study. 

1.3.2 Specific objective 

1. To identify the major factors affect educational materials management and utilization in 

Secondary schools?                                                                                 

2. To assess the extent to which teaching and non-teaching staff participates in the material  

Resource management and utilization in secondary schools.                                                  

3. Identify the major challenges hindering the schools on the management and utilization   of 

material resources. 
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1.4 Significance of the study.        

The study was expected to be at great significance to various groups and individuals.  In  

addition  the  study  has  more  advantages to different  educational stake  holders in which the 

study under taken to give feed backs regarding the effectiveness of educational  material 

resource management and utilization, to encourages the secondary school principals, PTAS, 

teachers, Administration staff to better see the current management and utilization of 

educational material and various factors or problems faced in the process to take  corrective  

measures in improving the practices and in alleviating the various factors through discharging 

their responsibilities on the  area to provide information to Regional,  zonal  and  Woreda  

Education Officers on the current educational  materials  utilization  and  management  

practices and various factors that affect these practices and help them to do their best in 

improving the school management and staff capacity through the provision of skill training, 

orientation and supportive guideline with adequate strategies which can improve the current 

practices. In  general  the findings of this study would draw the attention of the school principal  

and the administration staff who are the key actors to the importance of  management  and  

utilization of  educational  resources  for effective  implementation of educational objectives 

and  the study can also provide insights for other researchers to make further investigation on 

material resource managements and utilization activities of secondary schools in the study  

area. 

1.5 Delimitation of the Study 

The study was conducted in North Shoa zone, Yaya GulaleWoreda three selected government 

secondary schools which includes Dire Dalet secondary school, Fital secondary and 

preparatory school ,.All secondary schools in the zone were not included due to the demand of 

resources, skill, time and experiences .In addition the study would not incorporate all aspects of 

material resource functions due to financial and time constraints, it includes, purchasing, 

utilization, handling and store age, maintenance, inventory control, disposal of educational 

material resource and management.  

1.6 Limitations of the Study                                    .                         

It is clear that research work cannot be free from constraints. For that matter, limitations were 

observed in this study. Lack of participating or including all the study population was the first 
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limitation of this study because generalizing and applying results from few samples to the 

entire population cannot be assumed without a problem. The other limitation encountered was 

shortage of time, absence of internet access, improperly completed data gathering tools and 

absence of properly written document in some schools and lack of current local researches and 

reference materials even to compare results of the study. However, the researcher had done all 

the possible efforts to complete this study successfully. 

1.7. Organization of the study 

  This study was   organized in to five chapters, chapter one deals with the introduction part of 

the study, Chapter two  contains review of literature, chapter three   consists of research design 

and  methodology, Chapter four  dealt with  data analysis and interpretation  whereas  final  

chapter   formulation summary conclusion  and  recommendations. 

1.8. Operational   Definitions   of   Key   Terms 

.Educational resources;- Physical, material, human and financial inputs in the teaching 

learning process.  

.Inventory control: - the school administration function of controlling, coordinating and regulating 

the work of procuring and disbursing materials in accordance with the inventory  

. Material resources management: - It is the process in which an organization like 

educational institution uses its material resources in a proper way. It encompasses activities 

such as material requirement planning, purchasing, storing, utilization, inventory control, 

maintenance and disposal of unused material. . 

. Teaching staff: -includes, department heads, teachers and laboratory technicians.  

Woreda: a division or area marked off, developed for administrative purpose, with defined 

authority and responsibility, having the summated population size about 100,000 and mandated 

of regional constitutions (House of Federation Proclamation No 7/1992).  

Zone: a division or area marked off, developed for administrative purpose, with defined 

authority and responsibility, having the summated population size about 1,500,000 and 

mandated of regional constitutions (House of Federation Proclamation No 7/1992).  
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1. Definition of Educational Materials.  

According to Ballot (1971:309), materials management is defined as the function of taking 

responsibility for the coordination of planning, purchasing, moving, storing and controlling 

materials in an optimum manner so as to providing a pre-decided service to the customer at a 

minimum cost. Therefore, before defining about educational materials there are some related 

terms that need to be clear. Hence, the similarities and differences of educational materials, 

instructional materials, teaching aids and instructional technologies presented. Educational 

materials, as mentioned by Mbamba (1992:253), refer to “any object or unit area that designed 

and organized deliberately to support and used teaching and learning processes”. He further 

listed educational materials such as laboratories, workshops, libraries and recreational spaces 

that serve to house instructional activities, furniture, learning and teaching materials which act 

as source or channel from which learners draw knowledge and acquire skill.  

On the other hand, educational materials, as to PrakashaGurage (1998:122), also encompass all 

three- dimensional equipment aswell as all graphic and written materials used in schools. Some 

of these materials, as mentioned by the authors, include toys and games, educational aids, basic 

classroom equipment and furniture, laboratory equipment, playgrounds and textbooks. 

Moreover, educational materials are a broad range of materials that are found in schools which 

support and are used for instructional purposes. Instructional materials, as mentioned by Good 

(1973:367), refer to „‟ devices with instructional content or function that are used for teaching 

purposes”. On the other hand, Shores (1960:3) define instructional materials as the whole range 

of media through which teachers and pupils communicate. This includes books audio visual 

aids, flat pictures, maps, real objects, community resources, etc. From these, one can 

understand that the term instructional material refers to various materials that are used for 

educational purposes and, in this case, both educational materials and instructional materials 

have some similarities for they are referring to any devices used in the process of teaching and 

learning. From this point of view, educational materials become an inclusive term that refers to 

both physical facilities and other instructional materials. Teaching aids are instructional 

materials that are used in the instructional processes. They are defined by Good (1973:24) as 
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auxiliary instructional devices that are used to facilitate teaching and learning processes. They 

are not referring to those core teaching materials that are taken as main ingredients of the 

teaching learning processes. So, when instructional materials are used to support the teaching 

learning processes, they are taken as teaching aids. Hence, teaching aids are referring to those 

instructional materials that are used as supportive materials by teachers in the teaching learning 

process.  

The other term that worth clarifying is instructional technology. Instructional technology, as 

defined by Good (1973:592), refers to the comprehensive organization of principles, resources, 

personnel and logistics that combine to produce gains in learning. Wittch and Shuller (1979:6) 

also define it as the combination of human and non-human resources employed in a systematic 

way in the design, implementation and evaluation of the total process of teaching and learning.  

As can be seen from aforementioned definitions, instructional technology is a broad term that 

refers to human resources that are involved in instructional design and curriculum and non – 

human materials in the teaching learning 

 2.2. The History of Materials Resource Management   

The scarcity of materials which was felt during World War I in USA to a very large extent and 

it has become difficult for production managers to supply the war goods (Sadiwale, 2007).This 

has created it necessary to organize the materials management department for managing large 

inventories in stores and to analyze the problems arising to control and economize inventory 

cost problems and shortage elimination. The materials management was included as an 

important function of management. With the development of principles of scientific 

management by F.W. Taylor in 20th century, the economic use of materials in all organization 

was critically felt to reduce the cost of production. The early years of developments in the field 

of materials purchase and supply systematically begins from 1850. According to (Sadiwale, 

cited in Charles baggage‟s book on the economics of machinery and manufacturing published 

in (1832), refers to knows “Materials Man.” The concept of materials management was widely 

spread during WW II. Professor Howard T. Lewis of the Harvard Business School made the 

extensive studies in industrial purchasing practices. Reward had contributed largely to 

purchasing and materials management in procuring, receiving, inventory control and supply. 

WW II introduced a new period in purchasing history. The emphasis on obtaining required and 

scarce materials influenced a growth in purchasing interest (Magad and Amos, 1999).  
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 The post-war period saw the development of the value analysis technique, pioneered by 

General Electric Company in 1948 on the evaluation of which materials or changes in the 

specification and design would reduce overall product cost. From 1947 to 1960 were 13 years 

on further development in materials management. Firms initiated dramatic growth of the 

materials management during 1960-1970. The Vietnam War resulted in upward price and 

materials availability pressure. During the 1970, firms experienced widespread material 

problems related to “oil shortage and embargoes.” Widespread agreement between countries 

taken place with the overall objective to solve materials problems including materials planning, 

quality control, stores control, materials movement and surplus disposal. The purchasing 

strategies and behaviors that evaded over in 1980 gave rise to foreign global competition.. The 

global era of trading in between 1970 and 1999 for materials management increased. 

Purchasing approaches 2000 reflects a changing emphasis toward the improvement of quality 

of materials, supplier relationship, more co-operative approach, long term strategies of cost 

management and data base materials management systems for materials planning and 

utilization in industries to bring about overall improvement in production system, in cost 

reduction through economy and increase sales. In order to serve the corporate goals and 

perform material activities efficiently, a functional organization of the materials management 

must be established to fulfill the objectives of program, elimination of material wastages and 

duplication of effort to do so in every organization (Sadiwale, 2007).  

2.3. Types of Educational Materials  

2.3.1   Instructional Materials  

These are materials that are specifically meant for direct teaching and learning. It includes 

classrooms, classroom seats, laboratories, libraries, experimental equipment, chalkboard, 

audio-visual learning equipment, zoological gardens and experimental agricultural farms. 

These materials bear directly on the teaching – learning process and are therefore considered of 

prime priority among other school materials (Lawanson, 2011).  

2.3.2Recreational Materials:These are spaces, lawns, fields, pitches and equipment for 

sports, games and general recreation. Games and Sports apart from developing specific skills 

also develop a good learning socio-psychological as well as mental environment through 

relaxation. The importance and level of resources committed to the development and provision 
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of recreational materials must not exceed their values in facilitating the overall goal of the 

educational institution (Lawanson, 2011).  

2.3.3 Residential Materials;- 

These include hostels and hostel materials, refectory and refectory materials, staff quarters and 

other associated materials meant to provide residential convenience for staff and students 

(Lawanson, 2011).  

2.3.4. General Purpose Materials /open space materials namely: 

The developed and the undeveloped spaces. Developed Open Space is used as sporting pitches, 

fields, lawn, school farms, access roads, parking lots and so on. Their uses can easily be 

modified as occasion demands. The Undeveloped Open Spaces are all the land area within the 

legal authority of the institution which is yet to be developed into specific uses (Lawanson, 

20011).  

2.4. Availability of Educational Materials.  

Our schools can only be what we want them to be if only proper steps are taken in the 

provision of all that will make teaching and learning effective. Learning cannot take place 

where materials are not provided. Therefore the provision of materials such as building, 

equipment etc. is of utmost importance. Conducive environment is important to note that 

students and indeed their teachers need to be able to teach and learn adequately and effectively. 

The school materials therefore, must meet the needs of the school community. Each building in 

the school should be having ceiled to reduce the intensity of heat. They must also be 

constructed with a design that makes for cross ventilation. Good sanitary facilities must be 

provided. Classrooms must not be overcrowded and must be spacious enough for free 

movement. Jacobson et al in Abraham (2003). The school farm is another important ground of 

the school; it is an integral part of the school materials. It is a part of the school compound 

which many people tend to ignore. Other important materials are standard and well-equipped 

library and laboratory, games materials, equipment etc. Our school can only be what we want 

them to be only if proper steps are taken to plan the buildings, the grounds and in fact the 

general layout of schools.  

2.5. Effective Management of Educational materials :- Effective educational 

materials management is the function, which aims at integrating the management of materials 
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in an organization undertaking. Its main objective is cost reduction and efficient handling of 

materials at all stages and in all sections of the undertaking (Kumar and Suresh, 1998:52). 

Effective materials management function also includes several important aspects with 

materials such as purchasing, storage, inventory control, materials handling and standardization 

in short period of time with minimum cost. These are materials that can easily be converted to 

uses other than those for which they are being used. Such materials in most cases are made of 

space materials. There are basically two types of Deferent authorities define effective materials 

resources management in different ways. A great attention is given to the field that, materials 

resources heavily influencing many aspects of the training process. Materials management is 

defined as the function responsible for the coordination of planning, sourcing, purchasing, 

moving, storing and controlling materials in an optimum manner so as to provide a peer-

decided service to the customer at a minimum cost and appropriate time. From the definition it 

is clear that the scope of materials management is vast (Kumar and Suresh 1998:53). 

2.6. Educational Material Resource Utilization.   

Acquisition of material resources without some procedures will create ineffective utilization of 

school resources (Negessie, 2007). Thus, school principals together with his teaching and non-

teaching personnel create a guideline to serve as a mechanism for the effective utilization of 

resources. The determination is accompanied by mechanisms that can be applied for proper 

usage. For example rules and regulations of handling and managing resources would determine 

the store house where they are carefully placed and they were by ascertaining the responsibility 

of  the teaching, non-teaching for effective utilization of school resources. All these 

precautions have taken ahead of time to ensure the effective teaching learning by effective use 

resources. The teaching materials such as textbooks, references, maps, globs, laboratory 

equipment and other materials are requested by the school principals. To request and procure 

the materials ahead of time determines the awareness and the efficiency of the school 

principals. In other words, the principal determines its kind and amount. 

2.7. The Role of Educational Materials in Students Learning 

Education contributes to children‟s perceptual growth and understanding of their environment. 

To this effect, students learning environment should be designed in a way that can provide 

them greater opportunity to observe and work with various materials that play an important 

role in their understanding of man and his environment. In such a case, educational materials 
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are important input components of the schools programs.   Lockheed (1991:48) mentions that 

learning materials are useful components of school inputs to enhance students‟ achievement. 

Moreover, studies from developed and developing countries have indicated that the availability 

of educational  materials like textbooks, supplementary reading materials, radio and other 

instructional media are contributing positively to students achievement and quality of 

education (Fuller,1986:19).  

As mentioned by UNESCO (1984:23), some education systems view educational materials as 

teaching aids and some others view as a means for  innovation. Hence, in the earlier case, 

educational materials except, for technical and vocational training, are considered as a tool or 

an aid which support or extend the act of teaching in which its uses depend on teachers will or 

initiative whereas, in the later case, seen as a means for innovation, are considered as a 

powerful means of renewing the education system. They can also be seen as indispensable in 

facilitating the introduction of innovation and promoting changes in the improvement or 

quality of teaching.   In Ethiopia, issues regarding educational materials are discussed in the 

education and training policy document (1994:14-15) under the topic of education support. 

However, as mentioned by Amare (1999:61), educational materials are not taken as key 

elements for learning rather as teaching aids. In addition the study made on “Teachers 

perceptions of educational problems in Ethiopia” shows that the absence or shortage of 

educational materials is one of the major educational problems in the country, Amare 

(1999:289).  

 2.8. The Functions of Educational Materials Management  

  The functions of educational materials management is expressed differently by different 

writers. For example, Gopalakrishnan (2005:175) discussed that educational materials 

management includes planning, purchasing, allocating, storing and controlling. According to 

UNESCO (1984:30) educational materials management functions include planning, 

distribution and control of the utilization of materials. In both cases, there is no overlooked 

function but they differ only in the way they treat each of the functions.  

2.8.1. Purchasing of Education Materials. 

Mbamba (1992:198) indicated that, the major function of purchasing embraces the flow of 

materials from the supplies to an organization which has the intention of facilitating the 

attainment of predetermined objectives. In a narrow sense, the term „purchasing‟ simply 
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describes the process of buying; however in a broader sense, the term involves determining the 

need, selecting the supplier, arriving at a proper price terms and condition, issuing he contract 

or order, and following up to ensure proper delivery (Alijian, 1973:1).  

2.8.1.1. Purchasing Procedure  

Dereje (2006:30) indicated that, the purchasing processes may vary according to the rules and 

regulations a country follows. Its basic aim is to ensure that what is needed is made available 

when it is required. The materials to be bought should conform to the established standards and 

more of instructions. But the procedure for procurement of educational materials may vary 

according to the nature of education.  

The essential steps are recognizing the need for the material by using check-up of the available 

stock, determining the quality of materials which will be required, regarding to the level of 

available funds ,deciding on priority basis in relation to the available funds, drawing detailed 

specifications of the required items, preparing and publishing tender documents, analyzing the 

tenders to determine the prices, availability of materials etc, based on the present proposal on 

the quality, quantity of items, prices, delivery date, ability of supplier, etc. approving the 

tenders who should supply the materials, finally awarding the contract for the supply of 

materials.  

2.8.1.2. Time for Purchasing:--Timely purchasing is one of the major activities of the 

purchasing function. According to Gopalakrishnan (2005:174), for determining the right time, 

the purchaser should have lead time information for all products and analyses its components. 

Obviously, lead time covers the entire duration of the materials cycle that consists of 

manufacturing, transporting and inspection. If educational materials are not provided by the 

time they are required, it affects the teaching learning situation and quality of education 

negatively. To make timely purchasing the purchaser should conscious about the total time that 

the material requires from the point of need identification to the time they arrive to the users. It 

is not always the delay that creates a problem to a system. Sometimes early purchasing is also a 

problem in that it creates problem of storage places, for instance Right time purchasing is 

essential and advantageous for smoothing the function of an institution or organization (Harris, 

1985:183). For this reason, the purchase requisition time of educational materials should be 

determined beforehand and be communicated to departments, sections or units of the system.  
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2.8.1.3 Determining the Right Price                                 .                                                                                                                                                   

As mentioned by Candoli (1984), in identifying the optimum price of purchased materials, 

there are three types of discounts which concern the purchaser. The first is trade discount 

which is set by vendors on the basis of their classification of customers. Thus, the purchaser‟s 

responsibility is making his organization in the most favorable classification of customers. The 

second is bulk purchasing which offers lower unit prices. Here, the buyer‟s responsibility is to 

adjust ordering practice to the most advantageous quantity price break. The third is negotiating 

which is striving in making agreements that help the organization in saving money like seeing 

that proper cash discount terms are incorporated in the order, securing invoices promptly from 

vendors, processing invoices promptly and getting them to the proper paying agent and 

securing extended discount privileges when unavoidable delays are encountered. These are 

some of the ways purchasers try to reach the right price. Therefore, purchasing personnel or 

department is essential in an organization not only for acquisition of the right quality and 

quantity of material but also to have it in an economic condition. To this effect, identifying 

materials with possible low cost is usually one of the responsibilities of purchasing department 

or personnel.  

2.8.1.4. Identifying the Right Source.                                    .                                             

The concept of right source deals with selection of the right supplier or manufacturers of 

materials required. Concerning this, Harris (1985:185) has mentioned some points with which 

vendors can be evaluated. These include financial status, reference from other customers, 

punctuality in delivery, guaranteed service or products, discount programs and procedures, past 

bidding record and service offerings. On the basis of these points, vendors can be evaluated 

and a sort of vendor‟s directory, which classifies their level of dependability, can be developed. 

This directory will help the purchaser in identifying the right source. Similarly preparing 

catalogues that contains list of possible suppliers of educational materials can also help in 

providing information to the requisite initiating departments as well as to the purchaser.  

As mentioned by Curley (1968:382), reputed suppliers are intangible assets to any 

organization. For they are not only suppliers of materials but are also extremely important 

sources of information with regard to market conditions, price trends and the general industrial 

climate. It is, therefore, natural that many organizations have accepted source selection as a 

corporate policy. This helps in bringing about a fair competition among the suppliers and 
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supply failures are kept at a minimum. Source development is also important for import 

substitution, cost reduction and quality improvement. It should be, however, be remembered 

that source selection, development and presentation is a continuing activity.  

Therefore, the selection of right supplier provides great importance to the educational 

establishments. For instance, it contributes to the success of the objectives of the establishment. 

The major concern in relation to the right source is the dependability and capability of 

suppliers in providing the required items. In order to be sure that the source of our purchase is 

right, it would be necessary to evaluate suppliers in terms of technical efficiency and 

organizational capacity in providing the required material 

2.8.1.5. The Right Quality for Educational Materials  

Right quality implies the quality should be available, measurable and understandable as well as 

practicable. In order to determine the quality of a product, sampling schemes on incoming 

materials inspection would be useful. The quality particulars are normally obtained from the 

indents and experience indicates that a substantial portion of the indents prepared by the user 

departments are invariably incomplete. Such incomplete indents often cause unnecessary 

delays in procurement as the indenter has to be referred to and, if not referred results in heavy 

rejection. If the suppliers consistently fail to meet the quality requirements, then the firm may 

decide to make the item to find out whether such exacting quality requirements are necessary at 

all. It may mean specialized procedures, tooling, skilled labor and inspection standards. 

Another important aspect is whether the buyer is able to make the item to such quality 

standards when established vendors are unable to do so (Gopalakrishnan, 2005:175).  

 

According to Datta (1986:20), quality is the sum total of characteristics or attributes of a 

certain material, product or part that makes it acceptable by the people. The quality that is 

acceptable by the users, beyond achieving the objective it is required to, has significance in 

improving the morale and efficiency of the workers. At this time numerous manufacturers are 

engaged in producing educational materials of the same kind but of different qualities. 

Therefore, there should be a certain criteria to judge quality of educational materials during 

purchasing. To this effect, specification plays a key role. The specification for an item to be 

purchased describes in clear and concise terms the characteristics of what is to be purchased 

and the condition under which the purchase is to be made. The purpose of specification is for 
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quality control. However, in describing specifications, non-essential quality restrictions that do 

not add input to utility should be excluded for they may add cost Candoli (1984:209). Quality 

should not only emphasize the technical specification but also balance the technical 

requirements with the economic condition. This balance may be maintained at least by setting 

minimum standards which could be considered during purchasing. However, this situation may 

lead to selection of minimum standards which may not be accepted by users. In this regard, 

Datta (1986:124) warns that even though there is a need to balance technically required 

materials with the economic condition it should not lead to the change of required material 

without the consultation of the users. Though decision regarding specific quality and brand are 

made in cooperation with purchasing agent especially for instructional materials like textbooks, 

supplementary reading materials, charts, model or tools, the decision has to be made by some 

instructional officials or committee of teachers or educational personnel. Mocoy (1961:338) 

.This is the case, in a condition where the education system is more decentralized, this becomes 

sometimes heavy for there may not be sufficient data at their disposal and lack the required 

adequate training to do so. Hence, in a decentralized system of management, lists of 

educational materials that fit to the educational objectives of the country should be prepared 

centrally or regionally where there are capable personnel and access to information with regard 

to recent educational material that are on the market.  

2.9. Receiving and Handling of Educational Materials  

 Receiving is one of the important activities of educational materials management that helps in 

inspecting the incoming materials against the initial purchase order in quantity as well as 

quality. Inspecting the incoming materials keeps an organization from receiving damaged, 

wrong and in appropriate quantity of materials. It saves time that can be wasted by sending 

back wrong and damaged materials that can be received in the absence of good inspection. For 

this reason, assigning capable personnel for the receiving function is an important task in the 

management of educational materials (Knezerich&Fowlkes, 1960: 75) 

The inspection of incoming materials can be done one by one or by taking samples depending 

on the type of materials received. The physical verification can also be done by measuring 

devices like weight, yardstick, liter, etc. Once the educational materials are checked through 

inspection on reception, the next function would be handling of these educational materials. At 

the end of the receipt and inspection stage stocking follows. This is the most under – rated 
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function in stores management. Stocking involves routine activities like sorting out materials 

coming at the end of inspection process and storing them in their locations. Stocking is very 

important for easy location, proper identification and speedy issue to the consuming 

department. This process is very crucial in warehouses where thousands of parts are stocked 

for meeting consumer needs (Compton, 1970:160).  

Materials handling can be defined as the function dealing with the preparation, placing and 

positioning of materials to facilitate their movement or storage. It covers activities that are 

performed in warehouse where materials and equipment are picked up and moved. In storing 

educational materials, planning is important. The reserve place or space available for received 

materials has to be prepared. This requires considering the weight, type, volume occupancy 

and the rate of flow of materials from receiving through distribution. Therefore, in order to 

store received educational materials safely, the warehouse manager has to have all this 

information beforehand (Datta, 1986:240)  

Educational materials can be stored in either centralized or decentralized storage system. 

Centralized storage system serves the main unit subsystems by distributing the materials to 

subunit warehouses. In a centralized warehouse system, since the central warehouse personnel 

receives, inspects, processes and controls the stored educational materials, there can be better 

efficiency and control over the stored materials. According to Harris (1985:190), some of the 

positive features of a centralized warehouse are that it allows better control of received items 

and better warehouse management through computerization, greater efficiency in space 

management and better management of inventory procedures and records and allows more 

elasticity in distribution to schools. However, unless it is well planned, though it gives 

elasticity for distribution, there may be problem to serve the branches by distributing from the 

center due to distance and being over burdened by serving all at a time. In decentralized 

storage system, subunits can serve themselves by receiving and controlling the materials. 

Furthermore, it facilitates immediate distribution and reduces delivery costs. Subunits are free 

from tight control of the central warehouse. However, a decentralized storage system may 

cause to subunit level administrator additional problems and the security of stored materials 

may be endangering due to less facilities and shortage of personnel in skill as well as in 

number. Whatever type of the storage system selected, educational materials management 
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requires a proper warehouse in which materials can be kept safely and properly. For the proper 

and safe handling of educational materials, a warehouse must be dry (Harris, 1985:192) 

 

 According to Gopalakrishnan (2005:177), in stores lay out, the governing criteria are easy 

movement of materials, good housekeeping, sufficient space for men and material handling 

equipment‟s  optimum utilization of storage space, judicious use of storage equipment‟s  such 

as shelves, racks, pallets and proper preservation from rain, light and other such elements. 

Other important factors governing the location are the number of end users and their location, 

the volume as well as variety of goods to be handled, the location of the central receiving 

section and accessibility to modes of transportation. Though Harris has mentioned these 

requirements of a warehouse, in most cases, it is difficult to get these requirements being 

fulfilled. Not much attention is given to the construction of a warehouse in schools where some 

educational materials are being kept for the time. Providing adequate storage for instructional 

supplies and equipment is a problem in many new school buildings because of the scarcity of 

more class room space and shortage of funds for construction, many schools provides a bare 

minimum of storage in new school plant facilities Kimbrough (1968:326). This condition 

clearly shows how the educational materials handling is very difficult in schools. Even at 

regional, zonal and woreda levels, the condition of constructing the above facilities is very 

poor and many educational materials are exposed to damage. Hence, the absence of good 

storage shortens the life span of educational materials due to damage. This in turn, would affect 

the proper utilization of these materials in costing a large sum of money. The other activity that 

should be done in materials handling is codification. Codification is a process of identifying the 

stored educational materials systematically. 

 As mentioned by Mitchell (1973:79), numbers or a combination of numbers and English 

letters can be used to codify the items of educational materials. Different educational materials 

may have different names by users. However, if they are coded, during the request, the store 

man can easily identify the materials by their codes. It helps in avoiding duplication of items 

and results in the minimization of the number of items, leading to accurate records. 

Codification enables easy recognition of an item in stores, thereby reducing clerical efforts to 

the minimum. It also makes the retrieval task very easy. Moreover, in order to make the 
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retrieval process very easy, shelve listing and identifying materials by their types on shelve 

would be helpful. 

Gopalakrishnan (2005:57) also defines codification as a process of representing each item by a 

number, the digits of which indicate the group, the subgroup, the type and the dimension of the 

item. As a result of rationalized codification, many firms have reduced the number of items. It 

enables systematic grouping of similar items and avoids confusion caused by long description 

of the items. Since standardization of names is achieved through codification, it serves as the 

starting point of simplification and standardization.Materials handling also require an inventory 

control. Inventory control provides storekeepers with information about educational materials 

that are in use or in storage. Hence, in the absence of careful inventory control, there could be 

inefficient use of the materials and wastage of financial resource by making unnecessary 

purchase. Some of the advantages of inventory control are; expedite educational planning 

throughout the system, promotes buying economics by determining needs scientifically, 

prevent duplication in ordering, facilitate the exchange of materials and equipment throughout 

the system, reduce losses from mishandling and theft, serves cost accounting and the 

development of a program budgeting system and provide data for continuous inventories. 

Therefore, there are two types of inventories: open inventory and closed inventory. Open 

inventory is a condition of continuous inventory, which is done when the warehouse is 

functioning whereas closed inventory is done usually and the stores give up providing services 

and there is no delivery or receiving of goods or materials (Candoli, 1984:221). Generally, 

educational materials which have already taken a large sum of money, are stored in the 

warehouse, organizing the activities of warehousing requires proper guidance and regulation to 

facilitate retrieval and proper storage of the educational materials at different levels.  

2.10. Control of the Utilization of Educational Materials  

The concern of educational materials management is not only the provision of educational 

materials. It also concerns their optimum utilization. However, in most cases, this is the 

neglected part of the management. Educational materials that reach to the schools do nothing 

unless properly utilized to bring the assumed quality of education. It is not unusual to find 

some educational materials idle or not sufficiently utilized by teachers. There could be many 

reasons for this kind of problem. Some of this can be lack of information and training by 

teachers and lack of attitude towards using the available educational materials (UNESCO, 
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1984:64).As mentioned by Jenson (1967:277), some ways in which teachers can be well 

acquainted with educational materials is to use them effectively. Some other ways are 

attending educational meetings where exhibits of supplies and equipment are on display, 

observing demonstration of the use of certain supplies and equipment by individual firms, 

visiting other schools where certain materials and equipment are being used and experimenting 

with some particular supply item or equipment on the recommendation of the principal or a 

teacher. It is not only lack of information or training that hinders the proper utilization of 

educational materials. As mentioned by Wood hall (1985:222), the problems of maintenance, 

repair and replacement of parts or all of the educational materials are the major problems in 

utilization of educational materials in developing countries. The proper utilization of 

educational materials can also be hampered by other problems like failure in technical 

suitability or quality of the procured educational materials. But evaluating the effectiveness of 

the educational materials, in relation to their use in the teaching learning process and their 

quality in performing the expected activities properly, may be far from the concerned 

educational experts. However, the educational material experts could design a mechanism in 

which relevant information about the effectiveness of the materials and their quality in 

performing the intended functions can be properly obtained.  

 

As explained by Gopalakrishnan (2005), organizing a feedback mechanism which can be filled 

by teachers, periodic survey of the existing materials by the educational experts about their 

effectiveness and volume of use, requesting supervisors to note data relative to the educational 

materials and their use during the visit to educational institution are some of the ways in which 

the educational experts can obtain information and evaluate the effectiveness. Unfortunately, as 

can be observed from experience, most of the supervision reports in the study area say nothing 

about the utilization status of educational materials. Rather, the reports are dealing with the 

presence or absence of educational materials. Furthermore, it is also rare that schools‟ report 

mention about the problem of educational materials utilization. Of course, this may be due to 

the reason that educational materials are absent in their schools. However, even for those 

existing ones like textbooks, the reports say nothing about utilization. Therefore,   shows how 

the control of educational materials utilization is a neglected function among other functions of 

the materials management  
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2.11. Store Management.  

“Store‟ is a general term describing goods, which are held in store house and stock yards. The 

word “store‟ is also used in most organizations to designate an area in which all kinds of 

materials needed for production, distribution, maintenance, packing etc…which are stored 

received and issued (EMI, 2001). Dobler (1977:343) defined, store management as process of 

setting and achieving goal through store management functions that utilize human, financial 

and material resources. Store management is responsible for each type of storage materials 

through proper identification of material, efficient physical handling, and protection of 

materials against spoilage in the warehouse; in addition, the store manager also controls the 

activity of materials during receiving, issuing and controlling materials recorded in the ledger 

in a systematic manual. Even though, receiving and store department seems unrelated, they are 

very important in materials management chain, according to Dobler and Burt (1990:545) 

“receiving and store operation provide both service and control function” when the receiving 

department is responsible for proper receiving of materials from supplies, the  store‟s 

department is also responsible for storing materials in appropriate place in storeroom.  

2.12. Maintenance of Materials and Equipment:-Teaching materials and equipment 

of Schools served for many people‟s at large throughout the year by the Teachers and students. 

Due to this and other reasons teaching materials need continuous maintenance and follow-up. 

Ray, 238) et.al (2001: stress the point that maintenance enables the provisions of services 

without stoppage and in addition Elmo (1963), defines maintenance as continues process of 

repair and replacement of pieces of property whether grounds building or equipment as nearly 

as possible to the original condition of completeness. It also goes further and includes good 

care and wise use of materials and equipment in a proper way. According to Harries 

(1988:209) maintenance function is seen as a layman‟s job and managers usually undermine its 

importance. It helps in protecting further damage of the resources and lays a good ground for  

re use, which offer wise, demand or force to buy the newer one, that is of course costly for the 

organization. It refers to “the logical service involved with a school plant, an auxiliary 

structure, or an item of equipment in a series of systematized function”. Technical and 

Vocational Education and Training Institutions facility operates and maintenance quality 

learning. The major business responsibility is to ensure that through the provision of quality 
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maintenance service that the student has an environment which is safe, health and 

environmentally friendly (MOE, 200 

  2.12.1. Types of Maintenance  

   Harris (1985:213) categorizes maintenance function into four groups  ,the first and the most 

important is  Preventive Maintenance this type of maintenance primarily deals with both 

equipment and facilities. The primary goal of preventive maintenance to provide that care, 

which is needed to maintain operation or to preserve the object for a longer duration without 

costly repairs or lost person hours. It also reduces the amount of time that the equipment or 

materials is out of use. the second  kinds of  is System Maintenance that  carried out in this 

category involves detailed planning. Replacement, rebuilding, repairing or servicing will take 

place at a certain specified time. Maintenance of this type features programmed tasks which to 

greatly reduce overall time loss, financial loss, labor inactivity and production down time.  

 

The third type of   maintenance is the Set up maintenance in this case are some organizations 

that have a separate department or section which is responsible for repair and replacement. The 

setup person immediately goes into action if break down or stoppage occurs. He also gives 

assistance on the operation of some machines and equipment for those who are unable to do so, 

finally the fourth category of maintenance is the crisis Maintenance, as the name indicates, 

such maintenance takes place after the equipment or the material has been damaged. 

2.13. Training of Resources Management  

 Provision of information to the teachers, students, administrators, and community at large is 

essential to maximize the use of materials and facilities. Procurement to new resources in each 

year is very difficult if not impossible for poor counties like ours. Hence, to prolong the life 

span of the resources through maintenance and training of personnel is of paramount 

importance (UNESCO, 1984:66). It should be noted that materials management is not a single 

person or department responsibility; rather it is by and large a staff function (Datta, 1998:31). 

There for all the personnel in the school and parents should actively participate in materials and 

equipment management. As a result, information should be availed for the concerned bodies. 

As UNESCO (1984:66) “the objective of information is to encourage the use of thesematerials 

and keep users a breast of new developments, educational utilization and result.” The education 

and training policy (1994) capitalizes on economic utilization of school properties. For 
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instance, one of the objectives says, „Bring up citizens who can take care of an utilize resource 

wisely‟ (P.7).  

The other worth nothing point is as material management is a collaborative endeavor the policy 

has this to be effective, “Due attention will be given to popular participation in the production, 

distribution, utilization, upkeep, care and safety of educational materials, educational 

technology and facilities” (p.28). On top of this, the directive of MOE (1994:45) demands 

students to use the books and other instructional materials properly and warns not to tear up 

and damage the pages. 

2.14. Obsolete and Surplus Management;- 

Now – a-days the amount of obsolete and surplus materials is increasing as the schools grow 

and the teaching and learning processes get complex. Therefore, the management of these 

materials is paramount importance. According to GopalakrishnanandSundaresan (1977:177) 

obsolete and surplus materials are defined as: Obsolete items are those materials and 

equipment which are not damaged and which have economic worth but which are no longer 

useful for the company‟s operation owing to many reasons such as changes in product line, 

processes, and materials and so on. Surplus items are those materials and equipment which 

have no immediate use but have accumulated due to faulty planning, forecasting. However, 

they have a usage valuein future. In schools it is also very common of see surpluses because of 

faulty planning, for casting or purchasing.  

 2.15. Distribution   

Distribution of educational materials and equipment involves the movement from the 

warehouse storage facility to the requesting or originating unit. It also entails accountability for 

the materials (Harris, 1985:193). Distribution is a crucial activity that has to be given due 

attention by the educational leaders. It is only through profitable distribution that educational 

intuitions ensure the availability of the necessary materials and equipment for smooth 

functioning of school. Unless and otherwise poor management of distribution function might at 

least lead to poor functioning of the system or at most to sudden stoppage. To this point 

Melaku (2000:235) points out, an efficient distribution system is “one that is responsive to the 

user; has the ability to react rapidly in periods of emergency; is resistant to disruption in 

periods of disorder, and economical to operate. On the other hand, educational mangers have to 
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be able to predict and control some of the problems that might arise beforehand during 

distribution. The common obstacles that encounter during distribution are: 

 Failure to correspond the quantity of educational material and equipment with number of 

users,  

 Lack of conformity to the standard, and  

 Failure to avail the required equipment and facilities at agreed time limits (UNESCO, 

1984:58)  

2.16. Disposition 

In school disposal of obsolete and surplus materials is one of the activities that are not given 

due attention. The principals and teachers should be well informed about surplus and obsolete 

properties in the schools. There are some profitable methods for disposing of surpluses and 

obsolete materials as Dobler and Burt (1996:609): use within the firm, return to the supplier, 

direct sale to another firm, sale to dealer or broker, sale to employees, donation to educational 

institutions, and some comb+ion of the proceeding methods.  

In educational institutions several alternatives have to be weighed before reaching up on single 

decision of disposal for instance, educational materials that are surplus in one school might be 

seriously needed in another school. Hence, in this regard to transfer excess material to another 

school or institutions that have use for the material is more beneficiate. Another perhaps most 

cost-effective approach of disposition is donation or selling. However, as Melaku et al 

(2000:335) states school property is dumped, buried, burned, or otherwise destroyed only as a 

last resort.  

 2.17. Inventories  

 Institutions system must strive for maximum utilization of material resources and prevent 

breakdowns from the lack of necessary material supply. The systems are required to keep 

complete and up-to-date records of the supplies. Inventories are kept in order to be certain that 

regularly used supplies and equipment are always on hand and that there is no over stocking or 

under stocking (Condolie et al, 1984: 219 -220). Hence, compartments for efficient storage 

facility are needed. Because, compartments enables managers to know at all times which this 

need to be replenished and which already are insufficient supply. Now a day, inventory control 

is expedited through the utilization of a computer. 
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2.18. Administration of Materials Resources  

Efficiency in educational provision is vitally related to adequacy of equipment and materials. 

Modern educational environments are characterized by good seating equipment, standardized 

textbooks, reference books, libraries, workshops, well equipped laboratories, instructional 

media, highly qualified personnel, visual aids, more recently computers etc. in order to procure 

and equip these resources education receives lion‟s share of the national budget. Therefore, 

there should be a system which ensures effective utilization and care for these resources. Hence 

the principal has a ways been expected to organize his school so that equipment is cared for 

with a maximum of effort. Proper morale in the school prevents wanton equipment damage; 

accidental damage or vandalism by a few must be dealt with individually. Accidental damage 

of equipment through use in schools is to be expected (Jacobson et al, 1973:420). In principle, 

the principal is responsible for securing necessarily equipment and supplies; for selection and 

purchase of equipment and for replace of obsolete equipment with modern ones. Again, since 

he is the responsible head of the school, he must organize his staff so that adequate care of 

equipment is exercised. In so doing, the mar of school equipment might prevail as a result of 

accidental or perverse acts. Getting them replaced is also another responsibility. For instance, 

MOE (1994:E.C.:46) on the rights and obligation of students states that vandal students should 

be made to replace the property they destroy. However, techniques used to reimburse the 

damaged properties always a rises a controversy. Some people argue that schools should 

expect damage while providing service and as a result students must not be made to replace. 

The other say that as resources are scarce vandal students should pay. Consequently, schools 

seem to follow the second extreme and have been getting students replacing the broken 

properties.  

 

However, in the reality where vandalism of school property has grown at an alarming rate, to 

ignore all sorts of damage will bring about more destruction and irresponsibility. To sort out 

vandalism from accidental and taking commensurate measure in reimbursement is a logical 

practice (Burke, 1984:4). 

2.18.1. Codification 

 Schools store a large number of items which need some techniques of identifying them. 

Gopalokrishnan and Sundareson (1977:41) define codification as, “a process of representing 
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each item by a number, the digits of which indicate the group, the subgroup, the type and the 

dimension of the item”. Hence, proper codification will enable effective utilization, 

identification and placement which ultimately save time and energy. The systematic grouping 

embodied in it avoids confusion caused by long description of the item.  

2.18.1.1. Systems of Codification  

According to Datta (1998:254) one of the pre-requisites of classification and codification is to 

know basic nature and characteristics of all materials used in an enterprise and classify them in 

broad categories, and then to group and sub-group them in logical progression of kinds, type, 

sizes. He further states the commonly found systems of codification as follows:  

2.19. Experience in Materials Resources Management in Different Countries According 

UNESCO (cited in Biruk 2008), research was made on educational materials condition of four 

countries. One from Africa (Galena) two from Asia (the state of Madhya Pradesh in India, and 

the province of Zhejiang in China) and one from Latin America (the state of  pueblain Mexico) 

In that study variation in the size of each institution, variation in the quality of school 

infrastructures variations in the educational means available to teachers and variation in the 

conditions of comfort offered to pupils for study, were the major points included in the study. 

From the study on these four countries, the quality of school infrastructure or the quality of 

their physical attractiveness varies from country and from one zone to another. Variations were 

also observed from urban to rural areas. There were schools without buildings, safe drinking 

water, safe drinking water, playground and decent sanitation, not even a blackboard. These 

infrastructures with no doubt have affected the quality of education.  

 According to UNESCO (cited in Biruk 2008:51) the study dealt with questions such as “with 

what means teachers should have to carry out their jobs? What equipment they could use in 

their classes. Whether they regularly received updated guides or pedagogical documentation to 

help them prepare their courses?” these all factors under which teachers work, had a significant 

influence on their motivation. In this respect, the distribution of educational means made 

available to teachers (like blackboards, chairs, desks, storage cupboards, geographical maps, 

science posters and others) were included in the study. As a result, availability of those 

educational means improved the quality of education. Generally, from the study the following 

points had been concluded. The materials conditions of education had an impact on the work 

and the motivation of teachers. Educational materials were also an important factor in 
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academic success of learners. The materials conditions vary by country as a function of its 

development and at the resources that the country can devote to school education. Any other 

measures aimed at improving the quality of education were assumed simply by a waste as long 

as these conditions were not fulfilled. However, in each of these countries observed there were 

extreme varieties of situations.  

 2.20. Educational Materials Resources Management in Ethiopia.             .                   
 

Compared to its significance scholars did not report enough researches on management of 

educational materials in Ethiopia. No researchers have been done on the management and 

utilization of educational material resources in higher learning institutions in Ethiopia here 

before. However, there are some works on TVET schools financial and materials resources 

management (Haileselassie, 1995) and on the availability and use of instructional materials in 

primary schools of Tigray region.  Amare, (1999). As a result, much cannot be said on the 

management practices of educational materials resources in Ethiopian secondary school. 

However, the following features of school materials resources management were reported in 

Ethiopia (Worku, 2007; Hailesellassie, 1995, Tafesse, 2007).  

 Attention is not being paid to existing school facilities and equipment. Most school    

Facilities and equipment are exposed to theft, rain and dust.  

 Most schools lack adequate facilities like library, book stores, workshops, laboratories, 

Classrooms etc. 

 Most schools did not take regular inventories. They do not give report regarding the  

 Condition of their materials status. 

 Schools lack comprehensive directive and finance for maintenance and renewal.  

 . Most schools do not have appropriate personnel dealing with the management of     

 Materials resources. 

 . Learning materials that enhance students „achievement, such as text books, are not 

properly handled. 

Concerning the utilization of materials resources, Tilahun (1999) reported that the more 

favorable the attitude towards teaching the better the performance in teaching material 

utilization and vice-versa. Furthermore, more favorable attitude is observed during the early 

years of teaching and it keeps on shifting to less favorable attitude gradually with the increase 
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in experience. As the result, the less favorable attitude towards teaching demonstrated by the 

more experienced an more qualified teachers has contributed to the low utilization of teaching 

materials. Abraham (2001) on his part reported that the training status of teachers, teacher‟s 

attitude and commitment, financial and materials support called foster or hinder the effective 

preparation and utilization of educational materials at school level. The above research reports 

have been done on different regions of Ethiopia. Moreover, they indicted that there were 

problems in the management and utilization of educational materials resources in the country. 

As a result, the teaching learning processes were affected by these activities. 

 2.21. WarehouseandStoresManagement:- Organizations have to store their goods 

and raw materials until they are required for production, sell or consumption. A storage 

function is necessary because production process have to continue without stoppage. 

According to Ray et al (2001:228) the warehouse department is responsible for receiving 

incoming goods, reporting receipt to purchase inventory control, and quality control personnel, 

and making prompt disposition to the appropriate department (Harris, 1985:189-191). For such 

a purpose there can be two types of ware housing – centralized or regionalized and 

decentralized storage procedures.  

A. Centralized or Regionalized Storage 

The zonal education department can have centralized or regionalized storage for better 

efficiency and control over the warehousing of purchased items. It ensures economy in that it 

reduces manpower needs. However, it creates some difficulties in rendering service to various 

work centers scattered in different locations (Datta, 1998:247). It allows convenience in 

accounting for the receiving dates of incoming goods, therefore, facilitating the movement of 

the oldest stock first during the distribution phase, some of the advantages of centralized 

warehousing are:-  

 Allowing for better control of received items;  

 Allows for better warehouse management through computerization;  

 Greater efficiency in space management; and  

 Better management to inventory procedures and records (Harris, 1985:190)  

B. Decentralized Storage Procedures  
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 In this type of organization, warehouses are established in order to facilitate distribution of 

goods depending up on geographic proximity to the users etc. Decentralized storage systems 

allow for certain positive features like:  

 . Convenience of the desired product and immediate distribution to the individuals in need;  

 Reduction of the delivery cost from a centralized or regionalized unit of the originating unit;  

 A more direct thrust from the vendor to the originating unit, therefore, eliminating the 

centralized storage unit or a middle contributor in the purchasing process; and  

 Direct accounting (from both inventory and financial management views) of received 

goods by the originating unit administrator. In both cases, the body in charge of product 

receiving must have knowledge of the incoming items in order to match goods (and the 

invoice) with the purchase requisition plus approve the condition to the delivered items. 

And there should be adequate space for item storage (Harris, 1985:191). In most cases the 

stores of schools are situated in the school compound and can have the following 

advantages; minimizes handling and ensures timely dispatch, easy movement of materials, 

good house keep in, optimum utilization of storage space, judicious use of storage 

equipment, and proper preservation from rain, light and other such elements 

(Goplakrishnan  and  Sun daresan, 1977:14 

2.22. Material Management policies and guidelines  

A clearly defined materials management policy and guideline enable the spelling out of 

authority and responsibility. According toGopalakrishanan, P and Sundaresan(1998:177). 

Policy should be spelt out in the following areas. 

i. Organization: Acceptance of integrated materials management itself is a major policy decision. 

ii. Purchasing policy must be clearly laid down in with regard to source development, etc. 

iii.  Store: procedures must be established for receipt, inspection, handling, storage issue, stock 

verification etciv. Policy manual in view of the complex nature of the materials management 

function and  its importance contribution a policy manual covering all aspects of materials 

management  

The above policies and guidelines are also important in schools to avoid confusion that may be 

rise interdepartmental activities and also facilitates uniform and consistent action in various 

activities. Regarding this issues, school principals are responsible for the administration of 

materials resources in the school. Teachers also approve the material condition in the class. 

MOE (2013) stated the responsibility of principals and teachers as follows:  
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I.Principal‟s responsibilities - Compliance with guidelines that all staff is familiar with the 

substance of these guidelines, that all staff are familiar with school specific procedures for 

selecting appropriate teaching learning resources.  

II .Teachers‟ responsibilities - Teachers are responsible for using their professional judgments 

in selecting appropriate resources in accordance with any school specific procedures and 

guidelines- Teachers have a right to hold views on issues and to express them, in appropriate 

forums. In principle  any material property (purchased, donated contributed by the community 

and like) should be received by using legal receipt. This is also true for the outgoing materials 

.The major models that help to receive and pas materials to an employee are the following 

No  Types of models  Functions  

1  Model 19  Used when material are submitted to a store  

2  Model 20  Request to withdraw materials from a store  

3  Model 21  Used to give an approval for a requested material  

4  Model 22  Helps to withdraw materials from a store  

In addition to these, there are different manuals and procedures in relation to material 

management .For instance, purchasing and storage management that MOFED prepared 

government property management Article 3/2003 and stoke management manual purchasing 

and material management, Article 17/2002. In light of this the school principals and the school 

community together should make sure those scarce materials resources are used and 

administrated according to the set guidelines and policies/rules and regulations. School 

principals should open their for information with regards to materials resource acquisition, 

allocation, distribution and application, the availability of materials resource will help to set 

certain control mechanism to be applied by the school community. Having discussed the 

literatures extensively, the research methodology will be discussed on the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.  RESEARCHDESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Research Design. 

A research design is an integrated system and justification for technical decisions in planning a 

research project created with the purpose of carrying out systematic and rigorous enquiry to 

address a particular problem arising from a gap in knowledge (Cresswell&Blaikie, 2003:15). A 

descriptive survey method was employed to study this problem. This method was selected for 

the reason that it enabled the researcher to obtain current information about the material 

management in Selected Secondary schools of North shoa Zone Yaya Gulale Woreda . 

Besides, it helps to draw valid general conclusions (Parkash, 2005). Therefore, in order to 

identify and analyze the existing conditions with the reviewed research findings of the past and 

to draw a general conclusion of the study, the researcher was interested in using this research 

method. Additionally, a mixed research methodology which comprises both quantitative and 

qualitative approach was employed. According to Jonson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) “mixed 

research design is the class of research design where, the researcher mixes or combines 

quantitative and qualitative research techniques, methods approaches, concepts or language. 

3.2. Sources of   Data. 
The  researcher used  both  primary and  secondary  sources  of  data  for  this study. 

 

3.2.1. Primary sources  
The primary data for this study was collected from Secondary School Principals, vice 

principals, Teachers, PTA members, and Non-teaching staff (Storekeepers, Record Officers, 

Secretaries, and Librarians),of selected secondary schools, project experts in woreda education 

offices using questionnaires, interviews and observation. 

3.2.2. Secondary sources. 

Secondary data were obtained from documents. In this regard, published documents related to 

the areas of the study were assessed at the selected secondary schools and Woreda education 

offices. These documents include the material resource  related  research  manuals, existing  

materials management guideline of Woreda/region, Ministry of Education materials 

managementguidelines for material resource management in schools, books, records (models 

in the schools.), PTA Members minutes from 2007-2009 E.C. schools  inventory reports from 
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2007-2009 E.C,  school  inventory  guideline. , Federal and regional Governmentpurchasing 

manual, 

3.3. Sample and Sampling Techniques 

The study was conducted in North shoa Zone Yaya Gulele Woreda Secondary Schools. All (three) 

secondary schools were selected. These are Dire Dalet secondary school, Fital secondary and 

Preparatory schools. There were a total number of 131 populations in the study area. From these 2 

principals, 2vice principals, 6 Woreda education office workers. /WEOWS, 6 PTA members, 2 non-

teachingStaffand 26teaching staff have beentaken bysimple random sampling technique. And from the 

total number of 84 teachers only 33 %of themwere selected randomly from each secondary school. 

However, school principals, and vice principal were taken for study by using Purposive sampling 

techniques. The following table indicates the study area schools and number of extracted from each 

school. 

Table.1. Summary of the population, sample size, and   sampling   techniques 

.            

 

 

Number  of Participants    

 

 

Randomly 

selected  

participants   

Total number of  

participants  in  

randomly 

selected 

Sample 

responde

nts  

Sampl

ing   

by  %  

Sampling 

technique used  

 

 

YayaGulale

Woreda  

education  

  Office. 

Woreda  education  

Office. 

Woreda 

education 

experts 

 . 

17 

6 35 Simple random 

sampling 

Fital secondary school Teachers  36 10 28 Simple random 

sampling 

Fital preparatory school Teachers  23 8 35 Simple random 

sampling 

Diredalet.  secondary  

school 

Teachers  25 8 32 Simple random 

sampling 

Administration staff School 

principals 

3 2 67 Purposive 

sampling 

Vice principal 3 2 67 Purposive 

sampling 

Non-teaching 

staff 

6 2 33 Simple random 

sampling 

PTAs 18 6  33 Simple random 

sampling Total   131 44 53 
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3.4. Procedures of Data Collection        

First of all, before the actual study was carried out, a pilot test was made. The purpose of the 

pilot study was to make necessary clarification on the questionnaire items and to identify some 

approaching techniques that could help to collect data for the actual research. The researcher 

made all the necessary amendments on the questionnaire and forwarded it for the final 

administration. In order to administer the readymadequestionnaire, the researcher first 

attempted to contact the school leaders of the sample schools and Woreda Education officials 

to create conducive environment for the successful accomplishment of the study. Next to this, 

teachers, non-teaching staffs, school principals, Vice principal, PTA members and WEO 

project experts were informed about the purpose of the study in detail and then they were given 

the required information about the questionnaires. Following this, the respondents were 

provided with a chance to ask questions about the issue which was not clear for them. Then, 

the researcher gave a brief explanation about each point in the discussion and answered all the 

questions that were raised. To this effect, the respondents were told to reply the questionnaires 

based on the facts and their personal feelings. After the respondents had filled the 

questionnaires, they returned these data back to the researcher for further analysis. An 

interview was also conducted through disclosing the purpose of the study based on the 

permission and willingness of respondents by the researcher. The data of the interview were 

collected with the use of note taking methods. Besides, document investigation was also made 

by the researcher himself. Then, the researcher collected all the data from the respondents and 

analyzed them by using different methods of data analysis. Finally, some possible 

recommendations were forward. 

3.5. Data Collection Instruments.                                                                                               

Data collection instruments also called research methods. With this regard, Dowson (2007:15) 

says “Research methods are the tools you use to gather your data.” In the current study three 

instruments were used. Thesewere questionnaire, semi-structured interview and observation. 

These instruments were considered important to triangulate the data and/orto combine 

thestrengths of each instrument by minimizing their weakness.           

    .                                              
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 3.5.1. Questionnaire 

A questionnaire is a data collection instrument filled by research participants as part of the 

research study. It helps to obtain information about the thoughts, feelings, attitudes, beliefs, 

values, perceptions and behavioral intentions of research participants (Cohen & Morrison, 

2007:370). According to Deliln& Brown (1993:15), a good rating scale should fulfill the 

following criteria: minimum response bias and high discriminating power, ease of 

administration and simplicity of the scale for the respondent to answer. In this study, 

respondents were asked to rate the level of management and of educational material resources. 

Using the 5 point Likert scale of agreement. By calculating the perceived results from the 

expected, the net satisfaction can be estimated from the total for each respondent. Two types of 

questionnaire were developed for groupof participants. These were open and close ended 

questionnaire. Both open and close ended questionnaire were developed for group of selected 

respondents. The open ended questions were placed in the first section as it made it easier for 

the participants to complete the questionnaire as they were not expected to write at length 

(Bryman, 2008). The second closed ended questionnaire by the options given for the items 

based on scales. Furthermore, the use of open ended questions also enabled the respondents to 

write a free account in their own terms, to explain and qualify their responses and avoid the 

limitations of pre-set categories of response (Cohen, et al., 2007). Similarly, interview 

questions were developed for some selected participants.  

3.5.1.1. Pilot Test  

 The validityof questionnaire was observed by the advisor and so that the item was rearranged 

and corrected. Once the questionnaires were prepared, pilot testing of the instruments was 

made in Dire Dalet  Secondary School from the opposite shift which was not included in the 

study in Yaya Gulale Woreda, to test the questionnaire before it was administered to the final 

participants of the study.In order to determine the effectiveness of the questionnaire, the 

student researcher tested it on 8 participants (one vice principal, 4 teachers, 1 non-teaching 

staff and 2 PTAs). 

The respondents were small as a result of the school is emerging. Pilot-test was done with the 

objectives to check whether or not the items contained in the instruments could enable the 
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researcher to gather relevant information. Based on the feedbacks from respondents valuable 

improvements were made and irrelevant items were rejected. Piloting also helped the 

researcher to revise the research instruments and determine whether the respondents under 

stood the questions. Then the cut-off point used for the five point Likert scale was below 2.50 

very low performances, between 2.50-3.00 low performances, between 3.00-3.50 average 

performance between 3.50-4:00  high performance, while 4:00 -5.00 was  considered as very 

high performance . The reliability of the questionnaires was measured by using crobanch‟s 

alpha method. Consequently, the Alpha results were 0.852, which indicated the questions 

constructed were measuring a similar concept highly. As suggested by Cohen, Manion and 

Morrison (2007) the reliability coefficient above 0.7 are generally found to be internally 

consistent. Then, the questionnaires were administered to the research respondents for actual 

data collection of the study.Accordingly, the reliability test revealed  that the questionnaires 

which were tried out by pilot test have good reliability. In general, the pilot test was helped the 

researcher to avoid errors related to ideas and contents. After the necessary correction was 

made, the final copies were distributed to respondents.  

3.5.1.2. Validity 

According to Bailey (2007:180), validity means checking the accuracy of the findings by 

employing different procedures, that is, the credibility and trust worthiness of the data was 

checked to address validity. Bailey further states that trust worthiness were achieved when the 

researcher shows the procedures used to make exhaustive decisions all the way through the 

research process (Bailey, 2007:183). It is essential to keep in mind about validity in any 

research work. In line with the above authors Shukala (2008:832) defines validity as the extent 

to which differences in observed scale scores reflect the true differences among objects on the 

characteristics being measured. The concepts that are included in the instrument help to 

achieve content validity. Moreover, validity was checked by reviewing data collection 

instruments in terms of clarity, wording and sequences of questions. Thus, in the study, the 
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draft questionnaire was initially administered to 8 participants (principals 1, teachers 4, non-

teaching staff 1 and PTAs 2) in Dire Dalet secondary school from the opposite shift to pilot test 

the questionnaire. After pilot testing, the results were scrutinized to check for distortions and 

blurred statements and items. To assess the validity of the management and utilization of 

educational material resources , the validity of the instrument will analyzed to get the 

difference between the performance gap scores and participants‟ ratings on the measures by 

using a 5 point Likert scale which ranges between very high, high, average ,low, very low. The 

pilot study results would not include in the main results of the study. As a result of outcomes of 

the pilot study, some questions would modify and some removed. After the necessary 

corrections were made, the final version was prepared and administered to sampled 

respondents. Finally, a research was used during interviews and observation to check the 

significance of the data collected. 

 3.5.1.3 Reliability 
 According to Olary (2004:59), reliability refers to the “extent to which a measure, procedure 

or instrument provides the same results on repeated trials.” Similarly, Best and Kahan 

(2005:285) define reliability as the extent to which the instrument measures whatever it is 

measuring consistently. Obtained scores were ranked and then correlated. A correlation co-

efficient of 0.823 was obtained. According to Mugen da and Mugenda(1999)  a co-efficient of 

0.80 or more will imply that there is a high reliability data. The Researcher therefore concluded 

that the instruments were reliable. If the instrument/measure is reliable, similar results will be 

found when carried out on similar groups of participants in research in a similar milieu (Cohen 

et al., 2005:117; Bailey, 2007:184). From 44 items of the questionnaire, the collected data 

accuracy was checked by Cronbach‟s alpha coefficient statistically 

3.5.2. Interview 

Interviews are an interchange of ideas among two or more individuals on a topic of common 

interest that are based on certainty of human interaction for knowledge production and 

emphasis the social situation of research data (Creswell, 2007:118).They helped to extract deep 

information. The interviews were made with 2 principals (1principals, 1 vice-principals); one 

secondary school non-teaching staff, 1woredaeducation office experts were selected. Interview 

enabled me to get in-depth information concerning the management and utilization of 

educational material resource practices with regard to the outcomes of the management and 
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utilization of educational material resources in the selected schools.  From the main types of 

interviews, I used structured interviews. The interview questions asked were based on their 

experience and length of service in managing andutilizing educationalmaterial resources at 

their respective secondary schools. All the interviews were conducted in afaan Oromo 

language to avoid communication barriers which might occur using English language. The 

interviews for the respondents were conducted separately in three secondary schools, where 

each interview session took 1:30 to 2:00 hours. All appointments with interviewees were 

honored and conducted in the office of school principal at each secondary school, as well as in 

the woreda education office and at times convenient for all participants and the researcher. The 

interview questions for the participants in the interview sessions were asked per question with 

similar content. Subsequently, qualitative data generated from interviews was transcribe, coded 

and interpreted thematically. 

 

3.5.3. Observation 
 

Observation were conducted to get adequate data on basic research questions that focus on the 

availability and maintenance of the schools‟  educational materials and their management as 

well as utilization and also one of the reliable methods of data collection to the teaching 

learning process. During the investigation carried by the researcher, the observation was also 

made about the adequacy of resources in the school, utilization and management of the 

available  educational materials; therefore, the researcher was observing the activities of 

SPC,libraries,stores, classrooms, documents and school plants of three sample secondary 

schools to strengthen the data obtained through interview and questionnaire. The researcher 

prepared observation checklists with four points by very highly exist, highly exist, averagely 

exist , lowly exist and very lowly exist to indicate the availability of instructional materials in 

the SPC, libraries, stores and, class rooms. For each observation checklist marks assigned 

under the dichotomous division very adequately exist, and adequately exist, To further 

understand what he observed in the SPC, libraries, stores, class rooms, documents and school 

plants. The researcher was used video and photo camera to capture relevant materials. This 

also helped the researcher to memorize or check the teachers, SPC, libraries, stores, 

classrooms, documents and school plants coordinator activities.  
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 3.6. Data Analysis Methods  

The data collected from the respondents were analyzed qualitatively and quantitatively, based 

on the nature of the research questions. For the analysis of the data collected through 

questionnaires, percentages, mean values and frequency were employed. Moreover, 

information and/or opinion reported by respondents through the open ended questions, 

structured interview and observation were considered in data interpretation and analyzed by 

supplementing those data gained through closed ended questionnaires. 

3.7. Ethics Issues  

 

The ethical issue was given attention in the study. At the beginning cooperation letter was 

received from the Department of Educational Planning and Management of Addis Ababa 

University. Then, the letter was given to the woreda education officers and a consent letter was 

prepared by the researcher to help respondents make an informed decision. Rapports were 

created with respondents and were encouraged to feel free. In addition, participation in the 

study was volunteer-based. Considerable efforts were made to keep participants anonymous 

and maintain the maximum confidentiality. Above all, each and every source that was used in 

the study under investigation was acknowledged. 
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4.  PRESENTATION:- ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 

This chapter deals with presentation, analysis and interpretation of the data categorized in to 

two sections: The first section treats the characteristics of the respondents and the second 

section deals with the presentation and analysis of data gathered from the respondents through 

questionnaire andInterview response based on practices and challenges that affect management 

of educational material resource in Yaya Gulale Woreda secondary schools. 

 

The data of the study was gathered from teachers, principals, non-teaching staff, Woreda 

Education office expert and PTAsto get relevant and dependable information from the 

respondentsto search for appropriate answer to the basic questions raised at the beginning of the 

research study. The selection of the sample representative was based on their leadership position 

and share of responsibilities they have in engaging and managing management educational 

material resource to achieve the goals. To this effect, a total of 44 questionnaires were designed 

and distributed to the participants in the study area and the questionnaire consisted of close-

ended and open-ended questions. All the distributed questionnaires were properly filled and 

returned with a 100% retention rate. Data were also gathered from different documents. 

Consequently, based on the responses obtained from the sample respondents through 

questionnaires, conducted interview and document analysis, the result and discussion of the 

data are presented consequently. 

4.1. The Analysis and Interpretation of Demographic Data  

 
The following sections outline the analysis and interpretation of demographic data derived 

from the study.  

 

4.1.1. Characteristics of the Respondents 

It is important to describe the characteristics of respondents in analyzing parts of the thesis. So, 

the characteristics of respondents are listed in the following table. Then,the next table presents 

the sex of the respondents. 
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                   Table 2: Sex of the Respondents 

Respondents‟ sex  Frequency  Percent  

Male  27 61.4 

Female  17 38.6 

Total  44 100 

Source: Data Collected through questionnaire from respondents 

The above Table 2 indicates that out of the  total respondents, 27(61.4%) male and 17 (38.6%) 

female participants took part in the research resulting from  a total of  44(100%) .From this the 

researcher concludes that YayaGulaleWorda high schools are dominated by male .Hence the 

participation of females in materials and equipment management was very less.The next 

section presents the respondents‟ age.  

 

Table 3: Respondents’ age 

Source:  Data Collected through questionnaire from respondents  

Table 3 above shows that 3(6.8%) of the respondents were between 20-24 years of age, 

11(25%) were between 25-29 years of age,  8 (18.2 %) were 30-34 age,12(27.3%) years of age 

,35-39  years of age were 7 (15.9%) ,while  3(6.8%) in the  age of  above 45  years. From this 

the researcher concludes that Yaya Gulale Woreda high schools are dominated by 35-39 age 

groups.  and only few respondents  3( 6.8%)  are above the age of 45.Age is an important issue 

in teaching and learning process and in this study the majority of the respondents represented 

enough matured and well trained manpower in the school. In this regard, the population 

included in the study was assumed to have some inputs to make in the realization and support 

of the management of educational resources in secondary schools. 

The following section presents the respondents‟ education levels.  

 

Respondents‟ age ranges  Frequency  Percent  

20-24 3 6.8 

25-29 11 25 

30-34 8 18.2 

35-39 12 27.3 

40-44 7 15.9  

45 and above 3 6.8 

Total  44 100 
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Table 4: Respondents’ educational level 

Respondents‟ Educational Levels  Frequency  Percent  

MA 10 22.7 

BA/BSc/B.Edu  25 56.9 

Diploma 3 6.8 

Others 6 13.6 

Total  44 100 

Source: Data Collectedthrough questionnaire from respondents  

In Table 4 above, 10 (22.7% %) were MA/MSC holders, while 25 (56.9%) were 

BA/BSc/B.Edu., holders and only 3 (6.8%) had a diploma. The collected data indicates that 

only 35(79.5%) of the interviewed high school teachers had the appropriate formal training in 

various fields. These qualifications, knowledge and skills are significant in enhancing the 

management of educational material resources activities. The next section presents the 

respondents‟ positions in the workplace. 

 

Table 5: Respondents’ position 

Respondents‟ position  Frequency  Percent  

School principals  2 4.5 

School vice principals  2 4.5 

Teachers  26 59.3 

Woreda  education office workers/Experts 6 13.6 

Parent teacher association   (PTA) 6 13.6 

Non –teaching staff 2 4.5 

Total 44 100 

Source: Collected questionnaire from respondents  

As shown in the Table 5 above, with regard to the respondents who filled in the questionnaires, 

2 (4.5%) were principals, 2 (4.5%)vice principals; 26(59.3%) teachers, 2 (4.5%) non-teaching 

staff ,6 (13.6%) were parent teacher association committee  (PTAs), and 6 (13.6%) woreda  

education office experts , and the total sampled population was 44 (100%). this tables shows 

that most of the respondents are teachers who uses in each subject .Based on this, it is believed 

that most of the respondents were well know to provide balanced opinions and suggestions 

regarding the issue under study. The next section presents the respondents‟ years of service.  
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Table 6: Respondents’ service years 

Respondents‟ ranges of service years  Frequency  Percent 

0-5 17 38.6 

6-10 12 27.3 

11-15 10 22.7 

16-20 5 11.4 

21 and above 0 0 

Total  44 100 

Source: Data Collectedthrough questionnaire from respondents  

Table 6 above shows that 17 (38.6) respondents had 0-5 years of experiences, 12 (27.3%) had 

6-10 years of experience, 10 (22.7) had between 11-15 years of experience, and lastly 5 

(11.4%) had between and 16-20 years more experience. As 17 (38.6) shown in Table 6 the 

researcher conclude that most teachers have little experience, which is likely to be an obstacle 

in managing  educational  resource materials for proper instructional activities. Frequent 

trainings and create awareness needed so that teachers can contribute to the management of 

educational material resources and maintain improved teaching and learning activities. The 

next sections present the analysis and interpretations of data from questionnaires.  

 

4.2. The Analysis and Interpretation of Data from Questionnaires 

4.2.1 Purchasing of educational material resources 

Interview response 

Lack of guide lines for purchasing system of educational resource materials needed made 

school administration problem when the controlling body of government check the system/ 

process of purchasing ( woreda education office focal person, PTAS &Dalet  secondary school  

).(Fital preparatory &Fital secondary ) Lack of professional purchasers even at woreda levels 

lead less quality of purchased materials like electronics materials sometimes made damaged 

without making use of the needed service .(Dalet Secondary) Lack of transparency and 

Sometimes quality ofpurchased materials were not good. Interview response indicated that 

purchasing guide lines, lack of professional purchasers and lack of clarity quality purchased 

materials were the gap in purchasing system. Data from questionnaire show that, with regard to 

the frequency of purchasing educational materials on time, the respondents were asked to 

indicate how frequently purchasing of such materials is made on ti. 
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Table.7 Purchasing of Educational Materials 

No                    Items. Responses  Respondents Mean 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mean F  % 

1 

 

 

 

 

The existing of purchasing guideline applicable?  

 

Very High  1 2.3 3.0  
High 13 29.5 

Average 16 36.4 

Low 12 27.3 

very low 2 4.5  

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

The quality of material resources and equipment purchased. 

 

very high  1 2.3 3.1 

 

 

 

high  13 29.5 

average 16 36.4 

Low 12 27.3 

very low 2 4.5 

3 

 

 

 

 

 Material resources are Purchased by appropriate personnel.  very high  3 6.8 2.8 

 

 

 

high   3 6.8 

average 26 59.1 

Low 8 18.2 

Very low 4 9.1 

4 Is there any material resource purchasing guide lines.in your 

school? 

 

No 25 56.8 3.4 
Yes  11 25 

I do not 

know 

8 18.2 

5 Is Material resources purchased on time? 

 

No 13 29.6 3.4 

Yes  31 70.5 

I do not 

know 

0 0 

6 

 

 

 

 

If your response to question number 

5 is “no”, what are/is the reasons? 

(You can select more than one 

alternative 

 -The problems of purchasing  rules 11 25 4.5 
 -The shortage of budget                                            16 36.4 

 -delay  in budget  release                     14 33.2 

 -The  un availability of   right  

quality materials  in  the  local  

Market          

3 6.8 

7 

 

 

Who is preparing specification for 

material resources to be purchased 

in your school?   

 

 -Principal                                    7 15.9 3.02 
  -PTA        10 22.7 

-Teachers       8 18.2 

Woreda finance  And economic 

office 

15 34.2   

Administrative and  finance 

personnel 

4 9.1   

  

Item one of table 7 above shows the existing of purchasing guideline of educational materials. 

Accordingly 12 (27.3%) ranked low, 16(36.4%) ranked it average, 13(29.5%) of the 
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respondents ranked high and 2(4.5%) verylow separately. The mean score was employed and 

the result obtained 3.00 regarding the existed of the purchasing guide lines in their school 

From the result of these data, it can be concluded that schools alike  not have purchasing guide 

lines which help the purchaser what, when, how and from where purchase the necessary 

educational inputs that enable  to provide quality education. 

 

The second item of table 7 elicits information on the quality of material resources and 

equipment purchased. Hence, 27(61.9%) respondents ranked as averagely , 8(18.2%) of them 

ranked low ,7 (15.9%)ranked highly  and  2(4.5%) ranked very high. The mean score was 

employed and the result obtained 3.1 regarding the quality of purchasing educational materials 

in their schools. . The result indicated that there was no variation in the opinion of the 

respondents regarding the degree of the quality of material resources and equipment purchased 

for the school which might also show the absence of the involvement of concerned bodies. In 

line with this, Chapman and Arnold (2004) state that to carry out effective purchasing of 

materials, all concerned individuals in the organization are to be involved. From this, one can 

conclude that the schools were not conducting the proper purchasing of appropriate quality 

material resources and equipment. 

Item 3 of table 7 above is about the material resource purchased by appropriate personnel. For 

this, 26(59.1%) average, 8(18.2%) low,4(9.1%) and  equal number 3(6.8%) of the respondents 

said it is „high‟ and „very high‟ respectively. The mean score was employed and the result 

obtained 3.4 low regarding the material resource purchasing body in their schools.   Hence, 

from this response it is possible to say that the material resource is not purchased by 

appropriate personnel. This shows that there are no agreement in the secondary schools 

regarding the appropriateness of the personnel conducting the purchases of material resources 

and equipment in the schools. Respondents also reported in the open-ended questions that most 

of the purchases made at the school level were conducted by inappropriate personnel who are 

led by purchasing committee of the school. Moreover; they added that there were occasions in 

which the school administrators purchase materials and equipment for the schools. 

As the researcher made document analysis, the school did not buy with 1500 or more once. 

Purchaser at the school level can buy if it is below 1500 birr once with minutes of Parent –

Teachers- Associations. Purchases of 1500 birr and beyond that were performed through bid 
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committee by the actor of woreda finance and economic development offices. In addition, as 

the researcher made an observation on the issue, and gather information from interviewee, the 

purchase made for the school were done through the woreda finance and economic 

development office level. The major parts of purchases such as most foreign purchases are 

under the responsibility of the MoE and REO. On the other hand, the schools have the 

responsibility to purchase materials with their internal income. As the researcher observed, the 

purchases done through the woreda has its own major problem such as delay of materials, not 

buying the right quality, and long bureaucratic procedures were the critical ones. Concerning 

this, Haileselasse, (1995) indicated that decisive responsibility for the type, quality and 

quantity of materials to be purchased must rest with those concerned personnel in the 

educational institutions. 

 

As it is observed in table 7, of item 5, respondents were required to answer the existing of 

educational material resource purchasing guide lines.in their schools. 

 

As it is indicated on the table, 25(56.8%), 11( 25%) of the respondents said  no and yes   

respectively. Whereas, 8(18.2%) of the respondents responded of educational material resource 

purchasing guide lines.in their schools we don‟t know. The mean score was employed and the 

result obtained 3.4 low regarding the educational resource purchasing guide lines in their 

school. From this response the researcher summarized that, purchasing guide line does not 

exist in their schools which guide purchasing activity .The interview and observation check list 

also revealed that there was no any educational material resource purchasing guide line in the 

schools. In all schools materials purchased based on the interest of each department and 

committee which established in the schools. From this the researcherconclude that lacking of 

purchasing guide lines in the school is a gap and the concerned body give attention to fill this  

gap . 

 

Item 6 is on table7 time of purchasing of educational material resources. Accordingly, 11(25%) 

responded yes, 24 (54.6%) no, and the rest 3(3.8%) say we do not know at all. The mean score 

was employed and the result obtained 4.5 regarding time of purchasing educational material 

resources in their school. Hence, considerable number of respondents reported that there was a 

problem on purchasing educational materials on time.as information obtained from open ended 
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questionnaire and interview material resources not purchased on time due to short age of 

budget, the problem of transportation and lack of accountability of   committees at different 

stages. From the responses of the respondents the researcher concludesthat material resource 

purchased on time to facilitate teaching learning process. From this, it is possible to conclude 

that the problems of purchasing rules, shortage of budget, and delay in budget release were the 

reasons for the delay in purchase of material resources and equipment for secondary schools. 

The data obtained through the open-ended questions and interview conducted with principals 

and woreda education office expert also revealed that scarcity of the budget allocated for the 

schools and rules and regulations followed by woreda finance and economic development 

office influence the time of purchasing material resources and equipment. 

 

As depicted in item 7 of table 7 respondents were requested to indicate the appropriate body 

for the preparation of the specification for educational materials resources to be purchased. In 

this regard, 15 (34.1%), 24 (54.6%), 10 (22.7%) ( ,7 (15.9%) , 8(18.1%)  and 4(9.1%) all 

respondents respectively , suggested that woreda finance and economic development office 

were responsible bodies to prepare their schools‟ materials specification. The mean score was 

employed and the result obtained 3.00 regardingthe appropriate body for preparation of 

specification for material resource to be purchased in their school. Therefore, the specification 

for materials was being prepared without involving the important stakeholders. The documents 

also revealed that there was the activity of the preparation of the specification for the materials 

purchased through woreda finance and economic development offices while there were no 

tangible evidences showing the preparation of the specification for the school level purchases 

which might lead to inappropriate type and quantity of purchase of materials in the school. 
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Table 8 proper utilization of material resources 

No                  Item  responses              Responses         Mean  

F  % mean 

1 

 

 

 

Is your school effective regarding Utilization of 

material Resources? 

 

Very high 2 4.6  

 

3.5 
high  10 22.7 

average 26 59.1 

low 5 11.4 

very low 1 2.2 

2 

 

To what   extent   is the   utilization guideline 

effective? 

 

Very high 2 4.6  

 

3.6 

 

high  10 22.7 

average 26 59.1 

low 5 11.4 

very low 1 2.2 

 

3 

 

 

 To  what  extent  does the follow up and check 

made by responsible bodies for proper 

utilization of available material resources 

effective  

 

Very high 3 6.8  

 

2.5 

 

high  7 16 

average 14 31.8 

low 17 38.6 

very low 3 6.8 

 

4 

 

 

 

To what extent do users accountable for 

wastage of material resources in your school?                                                                                                                                                                                               

 

Very high 1 2.2  

 

2.6 

 

high  11 25 

average 21 47.7 

low 10 22.7 

very low 1 2.2 

5 

 

 

 How is the adequacy level of material 

resources in you?  

 

 

Very high 4 9.1  

 

3.0 

 

high  8 18.2 

average 21 47.7 

low 9 20.4 

very low 2 4.6 

6 To what extent are teaching and non-teaching 

staff involved in realizing the proper utilization 

of material resources? 

very high 6 13.6 3.6  

high  3 6.8 

average  17 38.6 

7 Does your school have any guideline for proper 

utilization of material resources?                              

 

Yes 12 27.3  

3.0 No  28 63.8 

I Don‟t 

know 

4 9.1 

 

As it is indicated in Table 8 item 1, the respondents were asked to show their reply on whether 

the effectiveness of their school regarding the proper utilization of material resources. All 

respondents based on the questionnaires responses, 26(59.1%) average, 10(22.7%) high, 5(11.4) 

low, 2(4.6) very high and 1(2.2%).Respectively assured the presence of less effectiveness for 

proper utilization of material resources in their schools. However, observation, the documents 
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and interview conducted revealed the problem of the proper management of material resources. 

 

Item 2 of Table 8   requested the respondents to indicate the extent to which the guideline was 

being practiced in their school. In this way, the majority, low 17 (38.6%), average 14 

(31.8%),high 7(16%) low and very high 3 (6.8%)is very low the respondent  members 

respectively responded that the degree that the guideline was being applied in their school was 

low . The data obtained from interview conducted with principals, woreda education office 

expert, observation and documents revealed the absence of the guideline without any hesitation. 

 

As depicted inTable 8, item 3, respondents rated the extent of the follow up and checks made by 

responsible bodies for proper utilization of material resources. In this regard, 21(47. %) 

average, 10 (22.7%) low, 11(2.5%), the same respondents 1 (2.2%) high and very low. 

responded that the extent of follow up and checks made for proper utilization was average and 

low. Therefore, it seems that the follow up and checks made by responsible bodies for proper 

utilization of material resources was not fully being carried out which in turn affects the 

utilization of material and equipment effectively. It revealed that most of the respondents have 

shared the same stand concerning the extent of control of material resources by the persons in 

that position. In line with this, Adesina (1990) stressed that for the attainment of learning 

objectives, it is very essential to ensure the effective and efficient management and utilization 

of materials. On the open-ended items respondents reported that the material resources were not 

managed well by the concerned bodies. Moreover, the respondents indicated that there was no 

specific responsible person for the follow up and control to restore the proper utilization of 

material resources.  

 

According to the interviewees the absence of the proper responsible body for the management 

of material resources and lack of proper personnel in the department negatively affecting the 

appropriate utilization of material resources and the extent of the checks and control of material. 

In addition, the documents showed that there was a gap of the follow up and checks of materials 

in the secondary schools. There was no regular inventory control of material resources. 

Moreover, the inventory activity was conducted when there was a transfer or a turnover of the 

staff. These indicated that the absence of the proper follow up and control of thematerial 

resources and equipment hampering the proper utilization of material resources and equipment. 
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In item 4, of the same table, the respondents were also asked to indicate the extent to which the 

users are accountable for misuse of material resources in their school. In this respect, 

respondents, responded as 21 (47.7%) average, 10(22.7%) low, 11(25%) high, 1(2.2%) very 

high, and 1(2.2%) of the total groups responded as very low  . From this one can conclude that 

the accountability of users for the misuse of material resources in their school was average 

  

As depicted in item 5 of table 8, respondents were requested to rate the extent to which teachers 

and non-teaching staff of their school involved in realizing the proper utilization of material 

resources. Accordingly, from the total groups‟ respondent respondents as 19 

(43%)average,14(31,8%) low ,6(13.6%) high,4(9.1%%)very high and 1(4.6%) very low. From 

the responses of the respondents one can conclude that the extent of participation of teacher and 

non-teaching staff was average 

 

In item 6 of the same table, respondents were requested to reason out what makes the 

participation of teachers and non-teaching staff average or low in realizing proper utilization of 

material resources. As a result, the number of respondents 19 (43%) average, 14(31.8%) 

low,6(13.6%),4(9.1%) very high  and 1(4.6%)very low . As the respondents tried to list the 

causes, the groups have their reason why participation was average or low. This implies that the 

respondent groups have similarity in identifying the reason that made the participation of 

teachers and non-teaching staff average or low towards realizing proper utilization of material 

resources in their secondary schools. Assured that lack of awareness made the participation of 

teaching and non -teaching staff towards realizing proper utilization of material resources. 

 

According to item 7 of Table 8, the respondents were requested to indicate the adequacy level 

of material resources in their school. In this regard, theresponse show 17(38.6%) as average, 16 

(36.4%) low, 6(13.6%) veryhigh, 3 (6.8%) high and 2(4.6%) verylow. 

Similarity among the opinion of most of the respondents indicates that the adequacy level of the 

material resources of the schools was intermediate which might hamper the fulfillment of 

educational objectives. Adesina (1990) reported that the extent to which an organization like 

educational institution attains their objectives is directly proportional to the educational 

resources available and their utilization. 
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According to most of the interviewees, data gathered from open-ended items, and researcher‟s 

observation results, there were shortages of audiovisual‟to recreate, motivate and stimulate 

students and teachers at break time, scarcity of reference materials to support the effort of 

teachers and students, inadequacy of furniture, shortage of library aids and lack of laboratory 

materials and chemicals in the laboratory room. Besides, guideline of purchasing, guideline of 

storage, guideline of utilization, guideline of disposal, science kits, and overhead projectors did 

not exist at all during observation. 

Besides, most of the interviewee responded as the available material resources in the school 

were being utilized effectively for the purpose of teaching-learning process at average level. 

This indicated that the extent to which the available material resources are being utilized 

effectively for the purpose of teaching-learning process was not as it is to be (high extent). 

4.2.3. Storage of Educational Materials 

Response from interview 

The store rooms are not well built they are   very crowded/ tight which makes it impossible to 

get the material easily and arrange the materials.( store keeper  from Dalet secondary school) 

Store keepers tried to record materials but technology support system were not implemented 

easily to know what is in the store and out of store (Fital vice director) 

Materials in the store are not well arranged due to lack of awareness, training and experience of 

store keeper (Fital preparatory) 
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Table 9 Handling and Storage of Material Resources 

No  Item  responden

ts 

Respondents Mea

n F  % 

1 How effective is your school regarding material resources 

handling  ? 

 

Very high 5 11.5  

 

2.6 

High 9 20.5 

Average 22 50 

Low  8 18 

Very low 0 0 

2 How do  you  rate    codification practice of materials in store? 

 

Very high 5 11.5  

 

3.1 

High 11 25 

Average 12 27.3 

Low  14 31.8 

Very low 2 4.5 

3 What is the   practice of storage of material resource in your 

school? 

 

Very high 5 11.5 3.05 
High 8 18.2 

Average 18 40.9 

Low  10 22.7 

Very low 3 6.8 

4 How materials are recorded in the warehousing/storage? 

 

Very high 3 6.8 3.1 
High 6 13.6 

Average 23 52.3 

Low  11 25 

Very low 1 2.3 

5 

 

Is there any storage facility for materialsin your school? 

 

Yes 21 47.7 3.6 
No 22 50 

I do not 

know 

 

1 

 

2.3 

6 What are the reasons for the improper 

arrangement and recorded of material 

resources  in the warehousing/storage?  (You 

can choose more than one alternatives)  

 

-lack of appropriate and 

enough material storage 

equipment          

17 38.6  

 

2.5 

 

 

lack of material handling               6 13.6 

lack of appropriate and enough 

storage space    

10 22.7 

7 What methods do your school use to register 

the in and out properties including the newly 

purchased one.    

legal   models                           37 84 4.8 

 -Locally   made formats                 6 13.6  

 -I   don‟t know                            1 2.4 

 use any methods 0 0 
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As the data displayed above show, the mean score of  effective handling and Storage of  

material Resources in store  is 2.6 for at  low  score, the mean value of materials classification  

and  codification practice  in store  is 3.1  which is at average score and also the   Practice of 

handling and storage of material resource  is  3.05  which is at the average  score,  arranged and 

recorded materials In the warehousing/storage is 3.1 at an average level , the reasons improper 

arranged  and recorded of material resource in the warehousing/storage with  the mean value 

3.6 while 4.8 and 2.5 are mean values of participating body in storing  activities  in the store 

and methods of the in and out the newly purchased  materials respectively which are at very 

high and very low  score. As the researcher made observation in sample secondary schools and 

observed the status of storage facility, majority of them were poor in storing. Materials were 

mostly accumulated in small store room, pedagogical center, and sport department. In all 

secondary schools visited by the researcher, a storeroom is small and inconvenient for storage 

of materials due to its smallness and un fulfillment of materials handling equipment 

The majority of the groups‟ respondents had similar opinion about the methods they used to in 

to the store and out of the stores. 

As the researcher made observation of stores and document analysis when the schools receive 

an item including the newly purchased one, model 19 was used. When any type of property is 

acquired or purchased should be registered and submitted as a school property with the use of 

model 19. Whereas model 22 was used to outgoing materials from the stores and utilize for 

teaching learning activities. After the request of materials is approved by the head of the school 

or the organization, the storekeeper deliver the required materials for the teachers / other 

customer by filling the items on model 22. Both model 19 and model 22 are legal models used 

in the schools to in and out materials of the stores 
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Table 10.Maintenance of material Resources 

 

 

No                                       Item  responses Respondents   

mean F  % 

1   To what extent is the maintenance activity Effectively performed? 

 

 

 

  

Very high 7 15 2.5 

High 4 9.9 

average  10 22.7 

low 23 52.3 

very low 0 0 

2 What is the Practice in maintenance of   material resources in your 

school 

 

 

 

Very high 3 6.8 3.01 

high 10 22.7 

average  19 43.2 

Low 11 25 

very low 1 2.3 

3 The  extent  of  the  participation of  teaching   and 

non-teaching  staff   in   the activity  of 

maintenance  of  material  resources 

Very high 6 13.6 2.9 

High 8 18.2 

average 12 27.3 

low  10 22.7 

very low 11 25 

4 

 

How effective is your school regarding the maintenance of educational 

materials? 

 

 

Very high 3 6.8 2.6 

high  9 20.5 

average  11 25 

Low 9 20.5 

very low 12 27.3 

5 

 

What is the efficiency of your school regarding the maintenance of 

material resources 

 

 

 

Very high  8 18.2 2.6 

High 8 18.2 

Average 10 22.7 

Low 10 22.7 

Very low 9 20.5 

6 If   the  efficiency  of your school is average 

or  low regarding the maintenance of 

material  resources on  question No. 5  in the  

above  box what  are  the  reasons ? (You 

can select more than one alternative).  

 

- lack of   budget                                        35 79.6 2.9 

 -lack of necessary materials at 

local markets         

6 13.6 

-lack of qualified personnel    6 13.6 

7 Are your school maintained the available 

material resources timely? 

yes     20 45.5 2.5 

 No 22 50 

 I do not know 2 4.5 

8 What are the reasons the participation of  

teaching  and non-teaching staff in the 

activity of maintenance of  material 

resources average  or  low on  question  No. 

5  in  the above table 

-lack of awareness    30 68.2 2.6 

they have no roles    . 8 18.2 

school administrators do not 

participate them 

6 13.6 
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The interview administered with the principals and woreda education office experts indicated 

that most of the time school administrators order purchases instead of conducting maintenance 

of material resources and equipment exposing the school for unnecessary expenses. Besides, 

theresearcher conducted observation and added that there are a great deal of materials and 

equipmentin the stores which need easily available spare parts or accessories to be functional. 

Type writer, computers, desks, drill and duplication machines are some of the materials 

thatpractically seen during observation conducted by the researchermaintenances of material 

resources do not take place on proper time 

In the same Table above item 1, respondents were requested to indicate the extent of the 

effectiveness of the maintenance activity in their school. Accordingly, all respondents, 23 

(52.3%) low, 10 (22.7%) average, 7 (15%) very high, and On the contrary, the least number 4 

(9.9%) reported that the extent of effectiveness of the maintenance activity of their school was 

very  high  respectively confirmed the degree of effectiveness of the maintenance activity of 

their school as average. it looks like that the maintenance activity of materials in secondary 

schools was effectively performed averagely. The mean score was calculated and the result 

obtained 2.8 regarding the extent of the effectiveness of the maintenance activity in their 

school. It indicated that most of the groups of respondents have shown the agreement of 

opinion with regard to the extent of the effectiveness of the maintenance activity.  

 
As it was shown in Table 10 item 2 the extent of the practice of secondary schools in the 

maintenance of material resources was shown to be under a serious problem.  From all 

respondents 19 (43.2%) average, Whereas 11 (25%)said low, Moreover, 10 (22.7%) high, rated 

3(6.8%) very high and 1(2.3 %) confirmed the extent of the performance of secondary schools 

in the maintenance of material resources as very low.  From all respondents the mean value  

3.00  indicated that  low  responding from the respondents regarding the effectiveness of 

secondary schools with respect to the maintenance of material resources showing  no similarity 

in the opinion of most of  the respondents with respect of the effectiveness of the schools in the 

maintenance of material resources 

 
In Table 10 item 3, the respondents were requested to rate out the degree of the efficiency of 

their school regarding the maintenance of material resources. In this regard , 10 (22.7%) rated 
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average At the same time , 9 (20.5%) ,responded respectively replied that the extent of the 

efficiency of their school regarding the maintenance of material resources was very low. 

 

As it was stated in the above, majority of the respondent groups have similar opinion about the 

efficiency of their school regarding the maintenance of material resources. The obtained 

response indicated that the degree of the efficiency of their schools in maintenance of material 

resources was average. The result obtained from the mean value score 2.8 indicated that there 

was low regarding the extent of the efficiency of their school with respect to the maintenance 

of material resources. Most of the respondents had almost the same understanding on the 

degree of the efficiency of their school regarding the maintenance of materials and equipment. 

 

In item 5 of Table 10, respondents were requested to rate the participation of teachers and non-

teaching staff of their schools in the activity of maintenance of material resources. Regarding, 

10(22.7%), reported as the participation of teachers and non-teaching staff in the activity of 

material resource maintenance was an average. and low .Beside 8(18.2%) more over the extent 

of participation of teachers and non-teaching staff towards maintenance of material resources 

very high and high.. As it was indicated in the respondent‟s responses the extent was average 

teaching staff in the activity of maintenance of material resources. 9(20.5%) confirmed very 

low the mean value score 2.6 was employed and the result obtained indicated that low value. 

 

In the same Table, item 6, the respondents were asked to point out their reasons why the 

efficiency of their schools was average. In this respect, 30 (68.8%) mentioned that lack of 

budget made the extent of the efficiency of their school regarding the maintenance of material 

resources average ,8 (18.2%) replied as lack of necessary materials at local markets hinders the 

efficiency of their schools regarding the maintenance of material resource average. On the 

other hand 6(13.6%) reported that lack of qualified personnel made the extent of the efficiency 

of their school regarding the maintenance of material resource average despite the fact thatfrom 

the result obtained in above, one can conclude that the activity of maintenance of material 

resources was highly affected by the shortage of budget and lack of qualified personnel. The 

mean value score was 2.9 employed and the result obtained from all respondents was low . 

Data from open-ended items and from the interview confirmed that the absence of qualified 

manpower and shortage of budget, lack of spare parts and electronic accessories for the  
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maintenance of material resources in secondary schools have affected the efficiency of schools 

regarding the maintenance of materials and equipment. Moreover, they added that most of the 

time computers and other electronic materials were repaired through negotiations with the 

individuals with who have the required skills. The documents also revealed that there was a 

gap regarding the maintenance of materials and equipment in the secondary schools. 

 

As can be seen from table 10 item 7, the respondents were invited to answer on whether the 

available material resources of their school get timely maintenance or not. Regarding this from 

the total respondents, 20(45.5%) members respectively reported that their schools conduct 

timely maintenance of material resources. whereas 22 (50%) members replied that their 

schools do not carry out maintenance of material resources on appropriate time. On the other 

hand, the least number2 (4.5%), responded that they had no idea whether the available material 

resources of their school have got timely maintenance or not. As indicated in the results of 

respondents, there was a difference between the responses of the groups. They had different 

opinion whether available materials in their schools got timely maintenance or not. The 

difference occurred due to majority of replied respondents as there was no timely maintenance. 

The mean value score was employed and the result obtained 2.5 which is low.it indicated that 

there was no timely maintenance of materials. MOE (2005) suggested maintenance for all 

school facilities even before the occurrence of further damage to reduce cost of replacement of 

materials and equipment. 

 

The data obtained through open-ended questions also revealed that most of the activities of 

maintenances of material resources do not take place at proper time. The interview 

administered with the principals and woreda education office experts indicated that most of the 

time school administrators order purchases instead of conducting maintenance of material 

resources and equipment exposing the school for unnecessary expenses. Besides, the researcher 

conducted observation and added that there are a great deal of materials and equipment in the 

stores which need easily available spare parts or accessories to be functional. Plasmas, radios, 

desks, computers, Type writer, and duplication machines are some of the materials that are 

practically seen during observation conducted by the researcher. 
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In item 8 of the same table, respondents were asked to reason out what makes the extent of 

participation of teachers and non-teaching staff average in their schools. For that reason, 30 

(62.8%) reported as lack of awareness made the participation of teachers and non-teaching 

staff average in the activity of maintenance of material resources. Whereas 8(18.2%) replied as 

they have no roles in maintenance of material resources 6(13.6%) On the other hand, 

respondents reasoned out as the school administrators do not participate teachers and non-

teaching staff in the activity of maintenance of material resource School administration denials 

to participate teachers, lack of awareness, and lack of roles are reasoned out consecutively as 

the reason of average participation of teachers and non-teaching staff in maintenance of 

materials in secondary schools. The mean value 2.6 indicated that there was low .The 

respondents have no similar outlook about what makes the participation of teachers average 

towards maintenance activity.. 

 

4.2.5 Inventory Control of Educational Materials. 
 

From the literature review of this study institutions  must strive for maximum utilization of 

material resources and prevent breakdowns from the lack of necessary material supply. The 

systems are required to keep complete and up-to-date records of the supplies. Inventories are 

kept in order to be certain that regularly used supplies and equipment are always on hand and 

that there is no over stocking or under stocking (Condolie et al, 1984: 219 -220). 

Response from interview 

Besides, the responses obtained from open-ended items and most of interviewees indicated that 

inventories in schools carried out when principals transferred from one school to another. This 

also reveals that it was not carried out in planned manner. 
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Table 11; Inventory and Control System of Material Resources. 

Note that:  F = frequency     % = percentage    M= mean    

In the above  Table 11 shows inventory and  control  system of educational material resources 

,item 1, controlling mechanism for proper utilization of available resources , item 2  the major 

parts of control activities were performed at different level, and in item 3 frequency of 

conducted inventory  takes   place   in  the  school . 

 

The result shows that the mean score to be 2.5, 2.7, and 2.8 respectively, which are at low rate 

.These, indicate that there is a gap in inventory system. The respondents have different opinion 

about the presence or absence of controlling mechanism for proper utilization of available 

materials in their school. The difference may be due to the fact that many teachers and 

PTAmembers did not know the presence or absence of the controlling mechanism .The 

interpretation is that majority of the respondent replied that there is a controlling mechanism 

but there is a variation between the groups‟ respondent in their opinion towards the presence or 

absence of controlling mechanism for proper utilization of available resources in their 

school.Result from interview indicates that all schools did this activity but the problem was 

that it is not well planned and the inventory results were not properly used on planning of 

materials. 

 

 

No  Item   

responses 

Respondents mean 

F  % 

1 

 

 

  Is there any controlling 

mechanism for proper 

utilization of available 

resources in your school?      

Yes     24 54.5 2.5 

No   16 36.4 

I don‟t know   4 9.1 

2 

 

 

 By whom do you think 

that the major parts of 

control activities were 

performed at   different 

level?. 

Head of the respective 

system   

12 27.3 2.7 

 -General Service     8 18.2 

  -Store   keeper            24 54.6 

 

3 

 How often is inventory 

takes   place   in your 

school? 

 

 

 

Twice a year        5 11.4 2.8 

Once a year    21 47.5 

  Once in a quarter       2 4.5 

Twice a quarter     7 15.9 

only when needed 9 20.5 
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Table 12; Disposal of Material Resources 
No  Items  Respondents  F  % Mea

n 
1 

 

 

 

 

The  effectiveness  of the school 

regardingdisposal of material resources 

 

 

 

Very high      7 15.9 2.7 

 

 

 

high  5 11.4 

average   10 22.7 

Low      12 27.3 

very   low   10 22.7 

2 

 

 

 

 

To what extent is the guide line effective? 

 

 

Very high      6 13.6 2.5 

 
High 7 15.9 

average    10 22.7 

low   11 25 

Very low 10 22.7 

3 

 

 The practice of your school, in disposal of 

unuse materials?       

 

 

Very High 4 9.1 2.9 

 

 

 

 

High 5 11.4 

Average  15 34.1 

Low  25 

Very low 19 43.2 

4 How effective is your school 

regardingofdisposal of material resources 

Very High 7 15.9 2.8 

 

 

 

High 8 18.2 

Average  9 20.5 

Low 9 20.5 

Very low 11 25 

5 Are there un used materialsin your 

schools?   

 

Yes 26 59.1 2.5 

No    . 15 34.1 

I   have   not   seen      3 6.8 

6  Is there any guideline to dispose un used 

materials in your school?  

 

yes     20 45.5 02.5 

  No   22 50       

  I   don‟t know       2 4.5 

7 Who is responsible to disposal of   un used 

material resources?  

 

- school principal   26 59 2.7 

- Store keeper     2 4.5 

Purposely. Organized .committee. 16 36.4 
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                        Response from interview 

 

As the researcher conducted observation and document analysis unused materials such as type writer, 

computers, text books, desks, chalk board and are mostly accumulated in the storeroom, pedagogical 

center, library, and sport departments. Besides, it is shown that in all schools obsolete, surplus and scrap 

materials are found. Especially obsolete materials are found in a large quantity than others in some of the 

sample schools of the study. This affected the proper functioning of the stores. Therefore, because of not 

disposing surplus, obsolete and scrap materials in time the store is not functioning as it is to be.  

The responses obtained from open ended question item and interviewees on the reason why unused 

materials are not disposed in time, the respondents were suggested that: lack of knowledge and skills 

how to dispose, fear to take a risk about materials disposed, the non-existence of a clear guideline on 

disposing of unused educational materials except that of text books. Therefore, it is possible to say that 

the disposing activity of unused educational materials is not carried out in time in secondary schools.  

As the researcher conduct observation and document analysis there is no guideline to dispose unused 

materials except for the unused text books. 

In item 1 of table 12, respondents were asked whether un used/ under used materials are in 

their school or not. As it was indicated in the table, out of the groups respondents, 12 

(27.3%) low, 10(22.7%), average and low respectively replied, the same .7(15.9%) very 

high, whereas the least number 5(11.4%) high. There was no variation of opinion between 

groups‟ respondents regarding the presence or absence ofunused or under used 

materials.Based on the result of the analysis, one can conclude thatthere was un used or 

under used materials in their school. The result shows that the meanscore to be   2.7 which 

was at the low rate .This indicates that there was a gap indisposition of material resource. 

 

From the researcher observation  and document analysis unused materials such as copy 

Machines, printers, plasma sets, type writer, text books, computers, desks, and chalk boards 

are mostly accumulated in the storeroom and others compiled at one class whereas some piled 

in the field, pedagogical center, library, and sport departments. Besides, it is shown that in all 

schools old, surplus and scrap materials are found. Especially old materials were found in a 

large quantity than others in some of the sample schools of thestudy. This affected the proper 

functioning of the stores. Therefore, for the reason that of not disposing surplus, old and scrap 
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materials in time the store is not functioning as it is to be utilization of material resources in 

the schools. The responses obtained from open ended question item and interviewees on the 

reason why unused materials are not disposed in time, the respondents  suggested that lack of 

knowledge and skills how to dispose, fear to take a risk about materials disposed, the non-

existence of a clear guideline on disposing of unused educational materials except that of text 

books. Therefore, it is possible to say that the disposing activity of unused educational 

materials is not carried out in time in secondary schools. 

 

In item 2 of the same Table 12, respondents were requested to give their view concerning the 

presence or absence of guideline to dispose unused materials in their schools. As an effect, the 

number of the respondents, 11(25 %%)  find low,  10 (22.7%) average, 10 (22.7%) very low, 

7(15.9%) highrespectively responded as they do not know whether there is a guideline for 

disposing unused materials in their school or not. replied that there was certainly a guideline 

for disposing unused materials while confirmed that guideline for disposing of unused 

materials is not actually present.They do not know whether there is a guideline for disposing 

materials or not. There is no difference between the group‟s respondents in their opinion 

towards the presence or absence of disposing guideline. The result shows that the mean score 

value was 2.5 which showsat low rate.  The researcher conducts observation and document 

analysis and found out that there was no guideline to dispose unused materials except for the 

unused text books  

 

In item 3 of the same table, the respondents were asked the extent to which the guideline was 

effective. Accordingly the response of ,whole  participants , 19(43.1%) very low , 15 (34.1%) 

low,11(25%)average ,5(11.4%) high, and 4(9.1%) very high respectively replied . The 

response of the respondents indicated that the extent of effectiveness of the guideline was low. 

the mean score 2.9 which wasat low rate. There was no a significant difference among the 

group respondents in their opinion towards the effectiveness of the disposing guideline.  

 

As the researcher made document analysis the guideline to dispose unused text books allows 

only the disposal of unused text books through selling to others by purposively organized 

committee from Woreda Education Office and WFEDO and not incorporated other materials to 

be disposed.  
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In item 4 of table 12, respondents requested were the responsible body to dispose unused 

materials in their schools. To this item, 26 (59%) reported as school principal was responsible 

to disposal of unused materials and 16 (36.4%) responded as storekeeper was responsible to 

dispose unused materials in their schools. However, 2(4.5%) replied as purposely organized 

committee was responsible to dispose unused materials in their school. In majority purposely 

organized committee disposed old, surplus and scrap materials in their school .As the 

researcher conducted an interview with principals and woreda office educational material  

production and distribution focal personexperts about the responsible body to dispose unused 

materials, they responded that purposely organized committees from woreda education office 

in collaboration with woreda finance and economic development office disposed unused text 

books through selling to others based on the guideline on hand. On the contrary, the 

interviewee responded as they did not dispose other unused materials due to lack of a clear 

guideline for disposal.  

 

In item 5 of table 12, respondents were requested to rate the effectiveness of their school in 

difference to disposal of unused materials.  This indicated that majority of the respondents had 

similar outlook about performance of disposal of unused materials. The results showed that 

disposal of unused materials in secondary schools are not well done. The researcher conducted 

observation in sample secondary schools and observed that, unused materials such as old, 

surplus and scrap are densely presented more off in stores and pedagogical centers even these 

materials were not arranged solely and not counted. They placed haphazardly without proper 

recording and setting. This indicated that performance of disposal of materials in secondary 

schools‟was poor. From the researcher concludes that the main reason for old and surplus of 

educational materials was planning problems, curriculum change, and technological 

advancement and change. 
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Table 13: Items related to participation of teachers and non-teaching staff in materials management. 

No Item Respondents F  % Mean 

1 

 

 

In your school, do teaching(teacher), and non-

teaching staff (participate in the management of 

material resources? 

Yes 29 65.9 2.6 

no    10 22.7 

I do not    know      5 11.4 

2 

 

If your response to question number 1  is “yes”, 

to   what  extent  do  they   participate 

very high 3 6.8 3.00 

 High 11 25 

average 17 38.6 

Low 10 22.7 

Very low 3 6.8 

3 

 

 

If your response to question 1 is no 

what are the reason? 

-lack of awareness      

 

21 

 

47.7 

 

3.5  

 

They have no decision 

making power. 

7 

 

15.9 

 

 They have no administrative  

roles   

8 

 

18.2 

 

 School principals do not want 

them to participate     

9 20.5 

Note that:  f = frequency     % = percentage    M= mean    

As it is depicted in table 13, item 1, the respondents were requested to give their opinion on 

whether teachers and non-teaching staff participate in the management of material resources in 

their respective schools. In this regard, all respondents replied that 29(65.9%) yes, 10(22.7%) 

no, and the least number of the total respondents 5 (11.4%) reported as they do not know 

whether teaching and non-teaching staff participate in materials management or not. From 

these responses of the respondents, it is logical to say that the material resource management 

functions in secondary schools lacked full contribution of teachers and non-teaching staff. The 

mean value   was carried out and the result obtained 2.6 pointed out that low-level with respect 

to the participation of teachers and non-teaching staff in the material resource management in 

their school. It asserted that most of the respondents had relatively equal perspective regarding 

the involvement of the teachers and non-teaching staff in the management of material resources 

concerning the involvement of stakeholders. 

Respondents were also asked to specify more reasons through open-ended question in the 

questionnaire if they responded as „‟no‟. In this regard, the respondents confirmed that the 

overall school situation also affected the participation of the teachers and the non-teaching staff 

in the material resources management activities in their school. This is may be shown by 
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whether the school administrators are practicing the participative form of management in 

general and material resource management in particular 

 

In item 2 of the same table above, the respondents were invited to indicate that the extent of 

their participation. Concerning onthis, 17(38.6%) average, 11 (25%) high, 10 (22.7%) low all 

respondents respectively reported that the degree of their involvement. Accordingly, responses 

of the respondents revealed that the involvement of teachers and non-teaching staff in the 

material resource management in secondary school was not high. It was answered average by 

majority of the respondents. The mean value result3.00 shows that low level. Moreover, the 

data collected through interview also shown that, the involvement of the teachers and non-

teaching staff was moderate regarding the management of material resources in the schools. 

 

According to table 13, item 3, the respondents were asked to point out the reasons why they 

reported asno. In this respect, 21 (47.7%) of the total respondents replied that lack of 

awareness, 7(15.9) reported that they have no decision making roles, 8(18.2%) confirmed that 

they have no administrative authority. The least number 11 (16.2%) of the groups respondents 

reported as lack of awareness hinders teachers and non-teaching staff not to participate in 

materials management of their school. Accordingly, based on the responses of the respondents, 

the school principals‟ denial for the involvement of the teachers and the non-teaching staff 

material resources, lack of decision making roles, lack of administrative authority and lack of 

awareness of the teachers and the non-teaching staff with respect to the material resource 

management functions, were consecutively the reasons that lowered their participation. The 

mean value 3.5 also shows that there was an average level. This indicated that the majority of 

the respondents had almost equal understanding on the factors that influenced their 

involvement in the management of material resources. Respondents were also asked to specify 

more reasons through open-ended question in the questionnaire if they responded as „no In this 

regard, the respondents confirmed that the overall school situation also affected the 

involvement of the teachers and the non-teaching staff in the material resources management 

activities in their school. This may show whether the school administrators are practicing the 

participative form of management in general and material resource management in particular. 
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5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

  5.1. SUMMARY 

 In this chapter the summary of the major findings of the study, conclusions and 

recommendations have been presented 

The main purpose of this study to assess the current practices and challenges of educational 

materials management in secondary schools of Yaya Gulale Woreda North shoa Zone and to 

forward suggestions for solutions and provide recommendations .In that light, the following 

questions were answered in the course of the study. 

1. To what extent do the secondary schools manage their material resources? 

2. What are the major challenges that hinder the schools on the management and utilization of 

material resources?                                                                                .         

3. To what extent do teaching and non-teaching staffs participate in the material resource                          

Management in secondary schools?             

Secondary school‟s PTAs, principals, academic staff and Non-teaching staff, and woreda 

education office experts were the target population of the study. The population was composed 

of 84 academic /teaching staff, 6 Non-teachingadministrative staff (3 principals, 3 vice 

principals), 6  non-teaching staff17woreda  education office experts and 18PTAS. As a result, 

26 teaching /academic staff, 4 administrative staffs (2 principals, 2 vice principals), 2 non-

teaching staff 6woreda education office experts and 6 PTAS were selected as a sample from 

the population by simple random sampling andpurposive samplingtechniques. In addition to 

these samples, 2 principals, 2 vice principals   were selected through purposive sampling. 

Consequently descriptive survey study method was employed. In this study the related 

literature was reviewed. Both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered through 

questionnaire, interview, observation and documents analysis. The data obtained were analyzed 

using frequency, percentage and mean score. The study aimed at assessing the current practices 

and challenges of educational materials management  that affect in secondary schools of Yaya 

GulaleWoreda, North shoa zone,  and to provide possible solutions for the problem.     
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The analysisof theresponse to questionnaire, interview, observation and document analysisfrom 

teachersprincipals, vice principals, non-teaching staff, woreda  education office experts and 

PTAS fromthree secondary schools help to obtain the following major findings. 

 Issues related to perception of purchasing educational material resource 

1. In relation to the relevance of the applicable and existence of purchasing guide lines for 

material resources, majority of respondents replied that was low. In addition most of the 

interviewees and information obtained through documents confirmed that there were no 

purchasing guidelines in the schools and even if in woreda education office, it was found 

in woreda finance and economic development office.  

2. Regarding the time taken for the purchase of materials and equipment, the majority of the 

groups of respondents reported that there were no timely purchasing materials.  

3. Concerning the degree of the quality of materials and equipment purchased for schools, 

the majority of the respondents ranked as low. 

4. Concerning preparation of specification of materials to be purchased and the responsible 

body to prepare specification of materials to be purchased, the majority of groups of 

respondents replied that preparation of specification was existed and the specification was 

performed by woreda finance and economic development office. 

 Issues related to practice of educational material management and utilization 

1. The practice of educational material management and utilization was found to be average 

2. In terms of utilization of guide lines, follow up and check made by responsible body, 

user‟s accountability for wastage of material resources the highest number of the groups of 

respondents revealed that was not exist in the schools 

3. Concerning to the extent to which the teaching and non-teaching staff involved in material 

resources management, the majority of the respondents reported as average. 

4. In relation to the major factors that affect educational materials management and 

utilization, the respondents were given various alternatives to rank from highest difficult 

factor to the leastone. Accordingly, lack of awareness and lack of training of the staff was 

found to be highest major factor while lack of good management skill by the school 

leaders was ranked in high placebeing themajor factor that affects educational materials 

management and utilization in the schools. Lack of users‟ skills was ranked as the 

average. 
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 Issues related topractice ofstoring and handling educational material resources. 

1. Regarding the storage facility, the majority of the respondents replied it‟sabsence/no 

store age facility and With regard to the rate of codification and classification of 

materials in stores, the majority responded as low. 

2. In relation to the reason of improper arranged and recorded of material resource in the 

warehousing/storage the majority of respondents responded that, lack of appropriate 

andenough storage. 

 Issues related to practice maintenance of material resources. 

1. Regarding in the effective maintenance of material resources the highest number of 

thegroups of respondents reported asvery low. 

2. Regarding the participation of teaching and non-teaching staff in the activity of 

maintenance of material resources the highest number of respondents reported that 

participation of teaching and non-teaching staff in the activity of maintenance of 

material resources as low. 

3. Concerningthe efficiency of the maintenance of material resources, the majority of the 

respondents ratedas verylow. Whereas majority of respondents reported lack of budget 

was reason for efficiency of maintenance of material resources as low. 

 Issues related to practiceofdisposing material resources. 

1. In relation to the practice of disposal of unused materials majority of the respondents 

rated as very low. 

2. .Concerning the un used materials in the sampled study schools, majority of the 

respondents replied there was many un used materials  resources such as desks ,student 

chairs ,tables ,plasma sets ,computers and radios  were  piled anywhere in their school 

compound and some collected in one class 

3. Regarding the responsible body to dispose unused materials, purposively organized 

committee, principals and storekeepers were responsible differently in different 

schools, but from all respondent reports school principal was responsible body for un 

used material this realize there was no guide line and regulation disposed material 

resources in their schools.  
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 Issues related to practiceof inventory control of  material resources. 

1. In regarding to controlling activity of material resources most of the respondents 

replied that only store keeper is took part in controlling activity in their schools.    

2. The rate of time inventory carried out in secondary schools, respondents replied 

differently as it was carried out only when needed or during transfer of principals, once 

in a quarter, twice a year and once a year. This also realize as it was not carried out in 

planned manner and woreda education office do not distribute uniform rule and 

regulation inventory control  even if woreda based rule and guide line. 
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                                     5.2. Conclusions 

Based on finding of the study it is possible to arrive at the following conclusions 

Materials management functions were not implemented at the same extent in secondary 

schools. Itstimely purchasing practiceand quality of purchased educational materialresource 

andequipment there is no timely and quality of purchasing of material resources. The 

guidelinefor purchasing material resources did not exist in the schools. There was an absence 

of a guideline for the proper utilization of material resources in the secondary schools. There 

was no guideline to dispose unused materials except for the unused text books. On the 

contrary, the performance of secondary schools in handling and storage of material resource, 

the maintenance of material resources, and effectiveness of disposal of unused materials, and 

existence of material management guideline and its utilization was low.on the hand  the quality 

of materials and equipment purchased for schools, there is no quality of purchased materials 

and equipment, in addition  Specification was performed by woreda finance and economic 

development office. 

Among the various factors that affect the effective management of educational materials 

absence/no store age facility, lack of appropriate and enoughstorage, lack of budget  for 

efficiency maintenance of material resources, lack of Clear guide line in the schools for 

inventory control, Lack of awareness, lack of good management skill by the school leaders, 

lack of trained man power and Lack of users‟ skills Lack of timely maintenance practices is a 

serious problem in the schools, in addition lack of educational material management training 

for staffs were the most serious challenge/problemsonmanagement of educational material 

resources in some selected study secondary schools.On the contrary, handling and Storage in 

store, practice of maintenance of material resources and the involvement of teaching and non-

teaching staff in material resources management was average. About theeffective maintenance 

participation of teaching and non-teaching staff in the activity of maintenance of material 

resources, codification and classification of materials in stores, as low, the practice of disposal 

of unused materials majority of the respondents rated as very low. With reference to the unused 

materials in the sampled study secondary schools ,majority of the respondents replied there 

was many unused materials resources  such as desks ,student chairs ,tables, plasma sets 

,computers and radios were piled anywhere in their school compound and some collected in 

one class. 
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                                     5.3. Recommendation 

 

In any organization material resource management is very important asset, special it is a crucial 

issue in educational institution and inevitable to accomplish the objectives of the institute, and 

it is a corner stone to achieve the educational objective by providing quality education in 

creating conductive anduseful environment. In the interpretation and data analysis, summary 

and conclusions several issues were raised that call for management of educational material 

resource in secondary schools. The recommendations presented below emanate from the 

findings and conclusions reached in the study and it can be supposed that the following 

measures may improve the managementof material and equipment resources in secondary 

schools. 

1. Educational officials at all level shouldorganizeand distribute proper guideline for the 

proper purchasing, disposing and utilization of materials; the school administration should 

ensure presencesof the involvement of stakeholders in the management of material 

resources, existence of proper stores in secondary schools with qualified personnel in 

stores.  

2. Woreda Education office should be give clear guideline for secondary schools that involves 

duties and responsibilities of specialists of the purchase activities and hiring experienced 

manpower for the place. Moreover, the school principals should make sure the participation 

of stakeholders in the preparation of specification and timely purchasing for material 

resources. 

3. The woreda Education office should deliver the material utilization guideline for secondary 

schools which clearly shows the rights, the responsibilities and accountabilities of users of 

material resources. The schools in chanceshould appropriately apply the guideline to make 

sure the proper utilization of material resources in their schools. Furthermore, appropriate 

personnel should be assigned by WEO in secondary schools to make stronger the follow up 

and control of material resource management and utilization. Likewise, secondary schools 

should conduct inventoriescontrol at least once a year. Moreover, principals should 

encompass teaching and non-teaching staff highly by creating awareness on the importance 

of inventory control.  
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4. Woreda  Education office should give financial support forSecondary schools for effective 

maintenance and to build proper and enough storage, Woreda education office and 

secondary schoolsshould work togetherin plan and conduct training for storekeepers,  

5. The school management should closely work hard together with the school societies and 

stake holdersto fulfill materials storage and handling equipment. 

6. Woreda education office should be recruited qualified and experienced maintenance 

personnel for the secondary schools to improve the efficiency of secondary schools 

regarding the maintenance of material resources, and  the secondary schools  should  follow 

the well-being and make sure  maintenance of existed materials. 

7. Secondary, school leaders should awake and inspire teachers and non-teaching staff to 

participate in maintenance of school desks, benches, tables and other materials based on 

their practice,experience, capacity and knowledge towards maintenance, to  increase the 

performance of the maintenance of material resources, the practicality of disposal of 

unused materials,  

8. woreda education  office  should   distribute  rules and regulation that assist to dispose the 

un used material resource  in the secondary schools.  Besides, the schools should dispose 

obsolete, surplus and scrap materials in time to use store more materials without damage. 

The responsible body to dispose unused materials should be clearly assignedfrom different 

stake holders in and out of the schools. 

9.  Principals should exploit the experiences and skills of the stakeholders especially that of 

teachers and non-teaching staff to improve the effectiveness of their schools by creating 

conducive material resource management functions. Besides, schools should work to create 

awareness on stakeholders regarding the management functions of material resources.  

10. Secondary school and woreda education office together should give to principals, 

teachersand non-teaching staff on-job-training to enable them with knowledge, awareness 

and basic skills regarding the management and utilization ofeducational resource materials. 
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                                              Appendix-A. Questionnaire for all participants 

                                          ADDIS ABABA UNIVERSITY  

                                    SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES  

              COLLEGE OF EDUCATIONAND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE. 

Dear respondents, I am currently conducting a study on management and utilization of 

educational resource materials in secondary schools of Yaya Gulale woreda. This is in partial 

fulfillment of the requirement for degree of master of educational leader ship. Please respond 

to all questions as honestly and as accurately as possible. The purpose of this questionnaire is 

to collect information and opinions from PTAs, teachers, and non-teaching staff regarding 

material resource management & utilization .The information and opinions gathered from the 

respondents will be used only to identify the existing problems and suggest recommendations 

for future progresses of material resource management &utilization practices in the schools. 

The information you give will be treated as strictly confidential. Thus you are kindly requested 

to provide your genuine opinions and suggestions.   Do not write your name on the 

questionnaire. 

                              Thank you in advance for your cooperation! 

Please put a (√) or tick in the required information in the spaces provided. 

General Instruction  

1. Do not write your name.  

2. Put a “√” mark in the box for responses that you think are appropriate for close-ended items.  

3. Write your responses on the space provided for open-ended questions.  

Questionnaire  

A. General Information  

1. The name of your School  

2.  Location of your School   

Region---------------------Zone___________ Woreda________  

B. Personal Data    

3. Age in years     20-24□ 25-29□ 30- 34□ 35-39□ 40- 44□ 45 or above□  

4. Sex: M□ F□  

5. Present post: .     
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a. Department head b.   unit leader c. teacher   d. others specify _________ 

6.  Work Experiences (in Years) 

0-5□ 6-10 □ 11-15□ 16-20□ 21-25□ 26 or above□  

7. Current Educational Qualification  

M.A/MSc□ BA/BSc□ College Diploma□ please specify if others 

 8. The number of periods you are teaching weekly (load of periods per week) . 

9-15□ 16-20□ 21-25□ 26-30 / above □  

10.  Subject of teaching______________ 

Part   I: - Purchasingof Material Resources. 

   The following   questions are   purchasing process of material resources in your school  

Please answer the questions based on your school purchasing system. 

(The number indicates (Very high =5     high =4   average =3 low =2    very low. =1   

6.  Is there any purchasing guideline for proper purchasing of material resources? 

A. NO     B. yes   C. I do not Know 

7.  Is material resources purchased on time in your school?    Ayes   □ B. no    □    C.  I do not know   

 

8.   If your response to question number 7 is “no”, what are/is the reasons? (You can select 

more than one alternative)    A. The problems of purchasing rules □   B. The 

shortageofbudget□C.delay in budget release□                     .D. The un availability of   right 

qualitymaterials in the local Market □ 

 

No 

 

 Item 

                                                       

Scales  

5 4 3  2  1 

1  To what extent are the following purchasing issues met in your school?      

2  How does the existingof purchasing guideline applicable?  

 

     

3 What is the quality of material resources and equipment purchased for your school?                          

 

     

4    What is the Existence of material management guideline and its utilization       

5    How does Purchasing of   material resources is made by appropriate personnel?         
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     E .Other, please specify______ 

9. Does your schools prepare specification for material resources to be purchased? 

A. yes □ B. no □     C. I do not   know   □                                                                            .   10. 

If your response for question number   9“yes”, who is the responsible body for the activity?  

(You can select more than one alternative) 

A. principals□      B    .PTA. □    C. teachers □   

   D    Woreda   finance and economic development office. □  E. administrative   and   finance   

personnel □ F . If any others, specify _________                                                                                     

 PART II:  Proper Utilization of Material    Resources. 

 The following questions are Proper Utilization of   material  resources  in  your school please  

answer  the questions based on your  school  utilization  system.(The numbers indicate): (Very 

high =5     high =4   average =3   low   =2     very   low   . =1     

No                                                         Item       Scales  

5  4 3 2  1 

1 How your school is effective regarding Utilization of material Resources?      

2 To what   extent   is the   utilization guideline effective?      

3 To  what  extent  does the follow up and check made by responsible bodies for proper 

utilization of available material resources effective                           

     

4 To what extent do users accountable for wastage of material resources in our school?        

5 How   is the adequacy level of material resources in your school?  

 

     

6 To what extent are teaching  and non-teaching staff involved in realizing the proper 

utilization of material resources? 

     

 

7. Does your have any guide line for proper utilization of material resources? 

A. yes  B. No C.I don‟t know 

part III :Handling and store age of Material Resources. 

The following questions areaboutHandling and   Storage   of   Material   Resources in your 

school please answer the questions based on your school handling and Storage  of   Material   

Resources   system?  
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The numbers indicate: (Very high =5 high =4   average =3   low   =2     very   low   . =1   ) 

5. In your school is there any storage facility for materials?  

     A.   Yes      □      B. No     □         C.  Difficult to        □  

6.what are the reasons improper arranged and recorded of material resource in the 

warehousing/storage?  (You can choose more than one alternatives)  

A. lack of appropriate and enough material storage equipment      □    

 B. lack of material handling     □            

 C. lack of appropriate and enough storage space   □ 

 D. lack of training about storing       □ E. If other, please specify______ 

7. Who participate in storing activities?    ( You can choose more than one alternatives)  

A. store   keeper   only □B. Teaching and non-teaching staff □ 

C. Principals and   PTAs □   D. administrative and finance worker      □  

E. If others please specify   _____________ 

8. What methods do your school use to register the in and out properties including the newly 

purchased one.     A. legal   models  □          B. Locally   made formats      □                    

C.  I   don‟t know  □           D .Not use any methods 

Part IV: Maintenance of Material Resources 

      The following questions areaboutMaintenance of Material Resources  in  your school 

please  answer  the questions based on your  schoolMaintenance of Material Resource   system. 

(The numbers indicates: (Very high =5     high =4   average =3   low   =2     very   low   . =1   )  

 

No 

 

                              Item 

 

Scales                                                                              

5  4 3  2  1 

1 How effective is your school regarding material Resourcesand Storagein store      

2 How do  you  rate  classification  and  codification practice of materials in store?      

3 What is the   Practice of handling and storage of material resource in your school?      

4 How materials are arranged and recorded In the warehousing/storage?      
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6. If   the  efficiency  of your school is average or  low regarding the maintenance of material  

resources on  question No. 5  in the  above  box what  are  the  reasons ?  

 (You can select more than one alternative).  

      A. lack of   budget □   B.   lack of necessary materials at local markets        □ 

    C. lack of qualified personnel      □   D. If other, please specify _______ 

 7. Are your school maintained the available material resources timely?  

       A. yes  □    B. no    □   C.   I do not know □  

8. What are the reasons the participation of  teaching  and non-teaching staff in the activity of 

maintenance of  material resources average  or  low on  question  No. 3  in  the above table ? A. 

lack of awareness   □    B. they have no roles    □        C. school administrators do not 

participate them   □    D. If other, please specify _______ 

PART V:   Inventory and Control system of   Material Resources. 

1.  Is there any controlling mechanism for proper utilization of available resources in your school?    A.   

Yes    □      B.   No   □      C. I don‟t know   □  

2. By whom do you think that the major parts of control activities were performed at   different level?. 

A. Head of   the respective system        □    B.  General Service    □   

 C. Store   keeper   D. If   others please specify    _______ 

3. How often is inventory takes   place   in your school?  

A. Twice a year   □     B .  Once a year   □    C.   Once in a quarter     □  

D. Twice a quarter    □     E. only when needed       □   

  PART VI:  Disposal of material resources 

 

No 

 

                                                Item 

                                                                           

Scales  

5

  

4 3  2  1  

1 To what extent is the maintenance activity effectively performed?      

2 ? What is the Practice in maintenance of   material resources in your school?      

3 The  extent  of  the  participation of  teaching   and  non-teaching  staff   in   the 

activity  of  maintenance  of  material  resources?  

     

4 . How effective is your school regarding the maintenance of educational materials?      

5   What is the efficiency of your school regarding the maintenance of material 

resources 
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    The following questions areaboutDisposition of material resourcesin  your school please  answer  the 

questions based on your  schooldisposition  process ofMaterial Resource  .  

 (The numbers indicate: 

(Very high =5     high =4   average =3   low   =2     very   low  =1   )  

4.   In your school are there   un used    materials?   A. Yes  □   B. No    □   C.   I  have  not   

seen       

5. Is there any guideline to dispose un used materials in your school? 

 A. yes □    B.  No     □ c.  I   don‟t know      □  

6. Who is responsible to disposal of   un used material resources?  

   A. school principal □ B. Store keeper □purposely organized committee   □                                                                              

D. If others, please specify ______ 

Part VII :  Participation  of  Teaching  and  Non- Teaching  Staff  in  Material   Resource 

Management  

1. In your school, do teaching and non-teaching staff participate in the management of material 

resources?  A. yes    □  B.  no    □     C.    I do not    know     □  

2.  If your response to question number 1  is “yes”, to   what  extent  do  they   participate ?  

A. very high □ B. high □  C. average □  D. low □   E. very low      □  

3. If your response to question   2  is “no”, what   are  the reasons?  

A.   lack of awareness   □    B.   They have no decision making roles      □    

C. They have no administrative     □ D. School principals do not want them to participate    □   

E. Other, specify __________________ 

4. Which factors do you think hinders the management of materials resources in your school? ( 

you  can  choose  more than one alter natives ) 

A. lack of specific responsible body for materials resource management    □ 

B. The absence of proper guideline for the appropriate  purchasing and utilization of material □  

C. lack of appropriate manpower for respective functions of materials resource management   

D. lack of proper stores in secondary schools  □   

1 How effective is your school regarding Disposal of material 

Resources? 

5 4 3 2 1 

2  To what extent is the guide line effective?      

3 How does  the  Practice of your school , in  disposal  of  un 

used  materials 
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E. The absence of the participation of stake holders in the management of material resources  □  

F. others,   please specify _________________ 

  Part   VIII:   General   Comments  

1. In your school  are  there formally  rules and regulations regarding materials resources 

management ? How effective is the existing policy guideline to run the system?  Please, 

specify---------------- 

2. Concerning to the material resource management and utilization did you get any training? If 

you got training specify it -------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Regarding the Management of material resources, What are the major problems facing your 

school ?  Please identify briefly.         -------------------------------------------------------- 

4. What possible solutions could you suggest to alleviate the overall problems of Material 

resource management? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

5. If you have any other suggestions/comments about material resource management 

&utilization in your School, please write here clearly 
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                                 BARNOOTA   DI GRII    LAMMAFFAA  

                                     Sagantaa hoggansa   barnootaa  

      Mata duree qo‟annichaa: rakkoolee bulchiinsa fi Itti fayyadamaa qabeenya meeshaalee 

manneen barnoota sadarkaa lammaffaa Aanaa  yaayyaa  Gullallee. 

Kaayyoon gaafannoo kanaa rakkoolee bulchiinsa fi Itti fayyadamaa qabeenya meeshaalee 

ilaalchisee odeeffannoowwanii fi yaadoota barsiisota, hojjattoota bulchiinsaa fi gamtaa maatii 

fi barsiisootaa(GMB) irraa funaanuudha.Ragaaleen funaanaman dhimma qo‟annoo qofaaf 

fayyadu. Haaluma kanaan, icitummaan odeeffannoo fi yaadoota isin kennitanii haalaan 

eegama. kanaafuu, odeeffannoowwan dhugaa ta‟an akka kennitaniin kabajaan isin gaafadha. 

                        Deeggarsa keessaniif dursee isin galateeffadha.  

Ajaja walii galaa  

1. Maqaa keessan hin barreessinaa   

2. Gaaffilee filannoo qabaniif sanduuqa keessatti mallattoo “ √ “ kaa‟uun deebii keessan  

agarsiisaa.  

3. Deebii gaafilee barreeffamaa iddoo duwwaa isinii kenname irratti barreessaa.  

 

 

 

Odeeffannoowwan  Dhuunfaa  

4. Maqaa mana barnoota keessanii  

 

Lk. 

 

          Akaakuu. 

 Gulantaa    (Scales)  

5  4 3  2  1  

1 Haalli bittaa meeshaalee barnootaa mana barumsa keessanii ijoon 

maal fakkaataa? 

     

2 Qajeelfaminni  bittaa  meeshaa  mana barumsaa keessan keessatti    

hojii  irra  oolaa  jiraachuu ?      

     

3 Qulqulina meeshaalee mana barnoota keessaniif bitamanii haala 

kamiini madaaltu?  

     

4  Qajeelfaminni  bittaa  meeshaalee mana  barnoota keessanii qaama 

sirrii ta‟een  raawwatamuu   maali   fakkaataa ?                                        

     

5 Qajeelfaminni  bulchiinsaa  fi itti fayyadama  meeshaa mana  

barumsaa    
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5.manni barnootaa keessan iddoo itti argmu .Naannoo--------------Godina ----------Aanaa---- 

6. Umrii waggaadhaan   A. 20-24 □ B.  25-29 □  C.  30-34  □  D. 35-39  □  

E.   40 - 44 □   F. 45 fi  ol   □  

7. Tajaajila waliigalaa           A. 0-5 □   B.   6-10   □   C . 11-15   □  

     D.16-20 □   E. 21-25   F    26 fi   ol   □  

8.  mana  barnoota  kana  waggaa meeqa  turtan  A. 1-5 □ B. 6-10 □ C. 11-15 □  

D. 16-20 □ E. 20 fi ol □  

9. Sadarkaa barnootaa keessanii  A. waraqaa raga   B. dippiloomaa kolleejjii     C. digrii 

jalqabaa  D. digrii lammaffaa E.kan biraa___________  

10. Gosa barnoota ittiin eebbifamtan  ______________  

11. Baay‟ina wayitii torbanitti barsiisaa jirtu(barsiisota qofa  ilaallata)  

  A.  10-15   □  B. 16--20 □   C. 21-25  □  D. 26-30 ykn oli  □  

11. Gosa barnoota barsiistan (barsiisotaaf qofa. )_______________  

Kutaa I: Bittaa Meeshaalee Ilaachisee. 

(Lakkoofsi kan agarsiisuu)   5=.baay‟ee olaanaa   4=. olaanaa 3= giddu-galeessa 2= gadaanaa 

1=.baay‟ee gadaanaa 

1. Manni  barnootaa  keessan  qajeelfama  bittaa   meeshaalee  qabaa ?                     

         A.  eeyyee     B.    lakki    C.   hin beeku  

 2. Mana barnootaa keessanitti bittaan meeshaalee yeroo eeggatee ni raawwatamaa? 

             A/ Eeyyee     □       B/ Lakkii     □      C/        hin beekamu    □ 

3. Deebiin keessan gaaffii lakkoofsa 7 “lakki” yoo ta‟e, sababni isaa maali? 

        (tokkoo  ol  filachuun  ni  danda‟ama )  

A. hanqina baajataa □    B. rakkoo qajeelfama bittaatiin wal-qabate     □  

C. baajatni yeroon waan hin lakkifaminiif     □  D. gabaarraa dhabamuu meeshaalee      □                

E. kan biraa_________________________________ 

4.  meeshaalee  bituun dura  Manni barnootaa keessan tilmaama gosa fi gatii meeshaalee ni  

qopheessaa?  A.  eeyye      □     B.  Lakki       □     C.  hin   beeku    □  

5. Deebiin keessan gaaffii  lakkoofsa 9 “eeyye” yoo  ta‟e, qaamni  hojii  kana  raawwatuu qabu 

eenyu?  

A.    dura  bu‟aa   □   B.   barsiisota   □  C. GMB   □  D.  bulchinsaa   fi  faayinaansii  □   

  E. waajjira  MMD  aanaa   □       F   kan  biraa yoo  jiraate  haa  ibsamu---------------- 

 

Kutaa II : Itti fayyadama  Meeshaalee  Ilaalchisee.  

 (Lakkoofsi kan agarsiisuu  5=.baay‟ee olaanaa   4=. olaanaa 3= giddu-galeessa 2= gadaanaa 

1=.baay‟ee gadaanaa 
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6. Manni barnootaa keessan qajeelfama itti fayyadama meeshaalee ni qabaa?  

    A. eeyye   □    B. lakki   □     C. hin beeku     □  

7.Sababbiin seeran Itti fayyadama meeshaalee barnootaa dhugoomsuurratti  hirmaannaan 

hojjattoota bulchiinsaa fi barsiisotaa mana barumsa keessanii gadi aanaa ta‟uu maalii ?   

A. Hubannoo dhabuu.  □    B.  Ga‟ee murtoo kennuu waan hin qabneef   □  

C.Aangoo bulchiinsaa waan hin qabneef   □ .  

D. Bulchiinsi  mana barumsaa akka isaan hirmaatan fedhii waan hin qabneef. □ 

E. yoo kan biroo jiraate ibsi----------------------------------------------------------- 

kutaa III ;- Kunuunsaa  fi  kuusaa meeshaalee ilaalchisee . 

 (Lakkoofsi kan agarsiisu;5=.baay‟ee olaanaa   4=. olaanaa 3= giddu-galeessa 2= gadaanaa 1=.baay‟ee 

gadaanaa 

 

No 

 

                                                 Akaakuu. 

                                                                  

Gulantaa(  Scales  

5  4 3  2  1  

1 

 

Haalli itti fayyadama meshaalee barnootaa mana baroota keessanii  

gurguddoon  maal fakkaataa? 

 

     

   Haalli  itti  fayyadama  qajeelfama  bulciinsa  meeshaalee  mana  

barnoota  keessanii  maali  fakkataa ? 

     

2 To‟anna fi hordoffiin itti fayyadama meshaalee barnootaaa qaama itti 

gaafatamummaa qabuun raawwatamu hagam bu‟a qabeessaa?     

     

3  Mancaatii meeshaalee barnootaa mana barnoota keessaniif  itti 

fayyadamtoonni  hagam itti gaafatamummaa qabuu? 

 

     

4 Meeshaaleen barnootaa mana barnoota keessanii hgam ga‟aa dha?      

5 Barsiisonnii fi hojjattoonni bulchiinsaa mana barumsa keessanii  

seeraan itti fayyadama meeshaalee barnootaarratti qooda fudhannaan 

isaanii hagamii? 

  `   
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5. Haalli mijjaa‟aa Mana barnoota keessanitti tajaajila kuusa meeshaaleetiif jiraa? 

(mana  kuusaa  fi meeshaalee isaaf barbaachisan)  

A. eeyyee □ B. lakkii □ C. murteessuuf dhibaa dha □ 

6 .meeshaalee barnootaa  mana kuusaa  keessaatti  seeraan qideessuu fi kunuunsuu dhabuun  akka  

mana  barumsa keessaniitti  sababiin isaa maalii?   

 (tokkoo ol filachuun ni danda‟ama)  

A. mana kuusaa fi meeshaalee mana kuusaaf tajaajilan mijjaawuu dhabuu □ 

 B.wantoota meeshaaleen itti kaa‟amuu (irra kaa‟amu) dhabuu □  

C. Iddoo mijjaa‟aa fi bal‟aa mana kuusaa keessaa dhabuu □ D. leenjii waa‟ee kuusa meeshaa dhabuu □ 

E.kan bira yoo jiraate haa ibsamu_________ 

7.  Hojii kuusa meeshaaleetti eenyuutu hirmaata? (tokkoo ol filuun ni danda‟ama)  

A.barsiisotaa fi hojjattoota bulchiinsaa □ B. hojjatoota bulchiinsaa fi faayinaansii □ 

C.dura bu‟ootaa  fi GMB □    D. hojjataa/tuu mana kuusaa qofa  □ 

E.kanbiraayoojiraate haa ibsamu_______________________________ 

8. Meeshaalee mana kuusatti galii gochuu fi mana kuusaatii bahii galchuuf manni barnoota  

keessan mala kam fayyadama? A. guca mana barumsaatti qophaa‟uun □.  B modeeloota seera- 

qabeessa □    C. galmeessuun hin baramne □     Dani hin beeku □ 

E. kan biraa yoo jiraate haa ibsamu_------------------------------ 

Kutaa IV: Suphiinsa Meeshaalee Ilaalchisee  

 (  Lakkoofsi  kan  agarsiisu; 

lak                                                 Akaakuu 

 

                                                                                 

Gulantaa(Scales ) 

5  4 3  2  1

  

1  meeshaaleen mana kuusa keessanitti gosa gosaan ramadamuu fi koodiin qindaa‟uun 

isaanii maal fakkaataa?  

     

2  Manni barnootaa keessan meeshaalee barnootaa mana kuusaa keessatti kuusuu fi 

kunuunsuurratti  hagam bu‟a qabeessaa?   

     

3  meeshaaleen Mana kuusaa keessanitti sirnaan ramadamanii fi galmaa‟anii argamuun.      

4 . kuusaa  fi qabiinsa qabeenya  meeshaalee raawwiin jiru.          
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5=.baay‟ee olaanaa   4=. olaanaa 3= giddu-galeessa 2= gadaanaa 1=.baay‟ee gadaanaa 

6. mana barnoota keessanitti  Meeshaaleen yeroon  suphiinsa  argatuu?  

        A. eeyye   □     B. lakki   □       C. hin beeku   □  

7. suphiinsi  meeshaalee mana barnoota keessanii maaliif  gadi aanaa ta‟aa?  (tokkoo ol filuun 

ni danda‟ama) 

 A. hanqina humna namaa gahumsa qabuu □   B. hanqina baajataa □ C. hanqina meeshaalee 

gabaarratti □D. kan biraa yoo jiraate haa ibsamu__________ 

8. hirmaannaan  barsiisotaa fi hojjattoota bulchiinsaa mana barnoota keessanii suphiinsa meshaalee 

barnootaa irratti maaliif laafaa ta‟aa? 

A. hanqina hubannoo □  B. isaan suphiinsa keessatti ga‟ee waan hin qabneef □ 

C. dura bu‟oonni  isaan hin hirmaachisan □ D. kan biraa yoo jiraate haa ibsamu __________ 

Kutaa V: To’annaa  fi  hordoffii  Qabeenya meeshaalee  

1. Sirnaan  hojiirra ooluu  Qabeenya meeshaalee mana barumsa keessatti argaman malli itti hordofam u  

jiraa?  A. eeyyee   □    B. lakkii  □    C. ani hin beeku   □  

2. Hojiileen gurguddoon hordoffii qabeenya meeshaalee sadarkaa  mana barnootaattii eenyuun  

raawwatamaa  jira jettee yaaaddaa?  A   dura bu‟aa mana hojichaa □  B.  Barsiisota □     C. hojjataa 

mana kuusaa □ D. kan biraa yoo jiraate haa ibsamu  ._______________________ 

 

No 

 

Akaakuu 

                                                                              

Gulantaa(Scales ) 

5  4 3  2  1 

1 Manni barnootaa keessan meeshaalee barnootaa mana suphuu rratti   hagam  bu‟a 

qabeessaa? 

     

2  bu‟aa  qabeessummaan  raawwii hojii suphiinsaa maal fakkaata?          

3  Gahumsi mana barnoota keessanii hojii suphiinsa qabeenya meeshaaleetiin maal 

fakkaata?    

     

4  Mana barnoota keessanitti hojii suphiinsa meeshaaleetti hirmaannaan barsiisotaa fi  

hojjattoota bulchiinsaa maal fakkaataa? 

     

5 Suphiinsa qabeenya meeshaalee ilaalchisee raawwiin jiru 
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3. Lakkofsi meeshaalee (inventory)  Mana barnoota keessanitti al  meeqa gaggeeffama?  

A.waggaatti al lama □ B. waggaatti al  tokko □ C.kurmaanatti al tokko □  

D.kurmaanatti al  lama □  E. yeroo dura bu‟aan  jijjiramu  qofa 

   Kutaa VI :  maqsuu meeshaalee tajaajilaan alaa ilaalchisee.  (  Lakkoofsi  kan  agarsiisu; 

5=.baay‟ee olaanaa   4=. olaanaa 3= giddu-galeessa 2= gadaanaa 1=.baay‟ee gadaanaa 

4. Meeshaaleen  tajaajilaan ala ta‟an ykn . faayidaan ala ta‟an mana  barnoota  keessanitti ni argamuu?     

A/ eeyee         B/ Lakkii    C/hin  beeku. 

5. qajeelfamni Meeshaalee tajaajilaan alaa ta‟an maqsuuf  gargaaru  mana barnoota keessan keessa ni 

jiraa?A. jira   □   B. hin jiru    □ C. ani  hin beeku   □  

6. meeshaalee tajaajilaan ala  ta‟an mana  barumsa  keessanitti  argaman  eenyutu maqsaa jiraa ? 

A.I/G/M/B mana barnootaa        □      B.koree dhimma maqsuuf qindaa‟ee   hundeeffame   □ 

  C .   Hojjataa mana kuusa meeshaalee□ D. kan  biraa  yoo  jiraate  haa  ibsamu   __ 

Kutaa VII: Hirmaannaa hojjattoota bulchiinsaa fi barsiisotaa itti fayyadama bulchiinsaa fi 

qabeenya meeshaalee keessatti  

1.  Mana barnootaa keessanitti   hojjattootni  bulchiinsaa fi barsiisotnii bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaalee 

keessatti ni hirmaatuu?   A. eeyye   □   B. lakki   □  C. hin beeku  □  

2. Deebiin keessan gaaffii lakkoofsa  “1”  eeyyee   yoo ta‟e, hirmaannaan isaanii hammamii?  

A .baay‟ee olaanaa    □ B.  olaanaa. □ C.giddugaleessa □D. gadaanaa □ E. baay‟ee gadaanaa □  

3. Deebiin keessan gaaffii lakkoofsa “2”  lakki  yoo ta‟e, sababootni maal fa‟i?      

A.  hubannoo dhabuu □ B.   gahee murteessummaa hin qaban □   C. fedhii hirmaachuu hin qaban □   D. 

dura bu‟ootni hirmaachuu isaanii waan hin feeneef   □ E. kan biraa_________ 

4. kanneen  armaan gadii keessaa  bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaalee  mana barnoota keessanii irratti 

dhiibbaa geessisaa kan jiru kam jettaa?( tokkoo oli filachuu ni dandeessa) 

lak                                                  Akaakuu 

 

Gulantaa(Scales ) 

5  4 3

  

2  1 

1. 1. Manni barnootaa keessan meeshaalee barnootaa mana suphuu rratti   hagam bu‟a 

qabeessaa? 

     

2. Qajeelfamni maqsuu meeshaalee barnootaa   ittiin hojjatamaa jiraachuu      

3. Meeshaalee tajaajila hin Kennine maqsuurratti  raawwiin jiru.           
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A / Bittaa  sirnaan gaggeessuu fi  meeshaalee sirriitti  hojiirra oolchuuf  qajeelfama dhabuu. 

B. Namni ogummaa bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaaleetiin leenji‟ee ramadamuu dhabuu □ 

C. bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaaleetiif kophatti nama itti gaafatamummaa fudhatu dhabuu □  

D. bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaaleerratti hirmaannaan dhimmamtootaa jiraachuu dhabuu □  

E. mana kuusa meeshaalee mijjaa‟aa ta‟e dhabuu □  F.Kan biraa yoo jiraate yaa ibsamu _____ 

                                 Kutaa VIII: Yaadota Waliigalaa  

1. Qajeelfamni tajaajila bulchiinsaa fi itti fayyadama  rakkoolee qabeenya meeshaaleetiif qaama 

olaanaadhaan qophaa‟e jiraa? Qajeelfamichi dhihaate hojii bulchiinsaa fi itti fayyadama  qabeenya 

meeshaalee ittiin raawwachuuf hangam bu‟aa qabeessa ta‟ee jira?  

Ibsa itti kennaa--------------- 

2. Leenjii dhimma bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama qabeenya meeshaaleetiin wal-qabate fudhattanii beektuu  

?  Yoo  leenjicha  fudhattan ta‟e gosa leenjicha tarreessaa.---------------------------- 

3. Rakkooleen gurguddoon bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama qabeenya meeshaaleetiin walqabatee 

mana barnoota keessan mudataa jiru maal fa‟a akka ta‟e tarreessaa.  

4. Mala furmaataa rakkoolee bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama  qabeenya meeshaalee maqsuuf 

fudhatamuuqabanTarreessaa___________                                                                         . 5. 

Yaada dabalataa waa‟ee bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama  qabeenya meeshaalee manabarnoota 

keessanii  ilaalchisee yoo kan  hafe qabaattan  barreessaa.------------------- 
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                                                  Appendix- B. Interview 

ADDIS   ABABA   UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE   STUDIES 

COLLEGE   OF   EDUCATION   AND    BEHAVIORAL   SCIENCES . 

The aim of this interview question is to collect information and opinions about problems and practice of 

management and utilization material resource. information gathered will be used only for the study 

purpose. Hence, you are kindly requested to provide the necessary information and comments.  

 Interview Questions  

 Part   I   

                          General  Information  

1. Zone________________________  

2. Woreda/ Administrative   Town__________________________  

3. Sex of  the  interviewee______________________  

4. Age   ___________________________  

5.   Education   level  of  the  interviewee_________________ 

6.  Field of   study_____________________________  

7. Current   position   _____________________________  

8.  work   experience _________________________  

9.   work   experience  in  this  school ________________  

 Part II Question Items  

1. Is there any guideline for purchasing of material resource and to what extent does it applicable? 

_________________________________________ 

2. What are the problems that affect the proper utilization of material resources? 

____________________ 

3. How does your school carry out the maintenance of material resources and what are the     problems 

regarding to the activity------------------------------------------------------ 

4. To what extent do non-teaching staff and teachers participate in the management of material 

resource?     ___________________________________ 

5. Are there guidelines for material resource management? How does the school apply them? __ 

6. What are the major factors affecting the management of material resources? ----------- 

7. What do you suggest/Comment to improve the functions of material resource management in your 

school? __________________ 

8. Any other suggestion/comment or idea about the material resource management in your school? --- 
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                                    UNIVARSITII    FIFINNEETTI  

                                BARNOOTA  DIGRII  LAMMAFFAA  

                               Sagantaa: Hoggansa Barnootaa  

          Kaayyoon gaafilee qomaa kanneenii hojiirra oolmaa fi  itti fayyadama   fi rakkooleee 

bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaalee ilaalchisee yaadoota fi odeeffannoowwanii ittigaafatamtoota 

waajjiraalee barnootaa,  GMB ,dura bu,oota fi Itti aantoota dura bu‟oota manneen barnoota 

sadarkaa lammaffaa irraa funaanuudha. Yaadootni  funaanaman dhimma qo‟annoo qofaaf 

oolu.Kanaafuu, odeeffannoowwan barbaachisoo ta‟an akka kennitan kabajaan isin gaafadha.  

  Yaada  kennitaniif   galatoomaa. 

Gaafilee Qomaa  

 Kutaa I 

  Odeeffannoo Waliigalaa  

1.Godina_____________________ 

2.Aanaa/Bulchiinsa Magaalaa_______________________  

3.Saala gaafatamaa______4. Umrii ____ 

5.Sadarkaa barnootaa_________________ 6.Gosa barnootaa itti leenji‟e____________  

7. Ittigaafatamummaa yeroo ammaa_________________________ 

8. Tajaajila  waliigalaa _________________________  

9. Turtii iddoo ammaa irra jirtan  (waggaan)  ________________  

   Kutaa II Gaafilee Qomaaa  

10. Mana barnoota keessanitti qajeelfamni bittaa meeshaalee ni jiraa? yoo jiraate  hojirra 

oolmaan isaa maal fakkaata? -------------------------------------------------------- 

11. Qabeenya meeshaaleetti mana barumsaa keessaniitti akka sirritti itti hinfayyadamne 

rakkooleenjiranmaal ,maal fa‟aa dhaa?________________________________________                                                                                

12. Manni barnootaa keessan hojii suphiinsaa meeshaalee ni raawwataa? yoo raawwate 

akkamittiraawwata?yoo hin  raawwanne  Rakkooleen  akka  hinraawwangodhanmaalfa‟aa? 

13. Hojjattootni bulchiinsaa fi Barsiisotnii bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama qabeenya meeshaalee 

keessattihagamhirmaatu?. 

14. Qajeelfama bulchiinsaa fi itti fayyadama qabeenya meeshaalee Manni barnootaa keessan 

qabaa?.Yoo qabaate Hojirra oolmaan .isaa maal fakkaata? _________ 

15. Bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama  qabeenya meeshaalee mana barnoota keessanii  rakkooleen 

ijoon huban maal fa‟aa?____________________________ 

16. Rakkoolee bulchiinsa fi itti fayyadama  qabeenya meeshaalee mana barnoota keessanii 

kanneen furuuf mala  furmaataa isin keessan maal fa‟i?                                                                       

17. Yaadni biroo  iiti fayyadama  fi bulchiinsa qabeenya meeshaalee mana barnoota keessanii 

ilaalchisee wanti Dablataa  yoo jiraate   
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             Appendix C. Observation Checklist.                                                     .                                    

1.   Availability of policies and guidelines in the school. 

No  Focused area  Available 

scale 

R e m a r k  

  

     Yes No  

1  Are there purchasing material resource guide lines?    

2 Are there Proper utilization of material resource guide lines?    

3 Is there Warehouse procedures?    

4 Are there Inventory and control system of material resources guide lines?    

5 Are there Maintenance of material resources guidelines?    

6  Are there Governmental property management guidelines?    

7 Are there materials coded     

         2. Material handling in different Section of the school  

Scale 5=very high, 4=high, 3=average, 2=low, 1=very low 

No                  Focused  items         Scale R e m a r k 

1 How material  resources are Handled and stored in 

the pedagogical center 

5 4 3 2 1  

2  Handling of materials 

in the library  
 

To what extent Handling of material resources in 

the library? 
 

      

3  How material resources Handled in the ware 

house. 

      

4  To what extent Material resources handling in 

different areas of school compound? 

      

5 How material resources handled in School 

pedagogical center? 

      

  3. Participation of different parts in material resource management. 

 

No  

Participants  Scales of 

participation 

 

Remark 

5 4 3 2 1  

1  How were the Participation of school principals in material resource 

management? 

      

2 How were the Participation of School vice principals in material 

resource management? 

      

3 How were the Participation of PTAS in material resource 

management? 

      

4 How were the Participation of Non-teaching staffs in material 

resource management? 

      

5 How were the Participation of Woreda education office experts in 

material resource management? 
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                                4. Usage of different models. 

 

  5. Observation on participation of different stake holders through document analysis on:  

 Purchasing committee documents. 

 Availability of different meeting documents and minutes.  

  school inventory  report  document. 

 

No  Types of models                  Scales of use Remark  

5 4 3 2 1 

1 How was the practice of using Model 19       

2 How was the practice of using Model 20       

3 How was the practice of using Model 21       

4 How was the practice of using Model  22       


